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Finance Corporation of India Notification No. 
2159, dated the 20th January, 1959, 
publishing certain amendments in the General 
Regulations of the said Corporation. [Placed 
in Library. See No. LT-1214|59.] 

MOTION OF THANKS    ON   PRESI-
DENT'S   ADDRESS—continued 

SHRI ANAND CHAND (Himachal 
Pradesh): Mr. Chairman, I was saying the 
other day that in spite of eight years of 
planning behind us, so far as foodgrains are 
concerned, prices are still rising and we 
are~looking to the vagaries of the weather as 
to what is going to be our fate in that 
particular field. In clothing, as I was 
submitting the other day, the President himself 
has been pleased to say, "some industries, 
notably textile, have suffered a set back". 
Looking into the figures, I find that whereas 
production in 1957 was about 53 lakh yards, 
in 1958, for the first nine months, it amounted 
only to 43 lakh yards. Coming to shelter, for 
the period 1956—59, the State budgets were 
only to the tune of Rs. 35 crores. I submit that 
this is a very meagre figure when we look not 
only at the lakhs of homeless people that are 
there in the big cities sleeping on pavements 
but also the vast slum areas that are a common 
feature of our industrial cities. With regard to 
health, in 1957, the mortality rate was 12 per 
thousand which is, again, amongst one of the 
highest mortality rates in the world. Coming to 
education, I find that the percentage of literacy 
in 1951 was not more than 18. In a democracy 
which we are slowly and steadily building up, 
where the people have to elect their repre-
sentatives, where the Government has to be by 
the people and for the people it is really 
disheartening that in spite of efforts literacy in 
this country has not increased at the rate that it 
should. If we look to the other countries of 
Asia, say China for instance, we find that they 
have been able to wipe out illiteracy in a  very 
short period but 

nere, after eleven years of independence we 
still have the figure of 18 per cent. Perhaps 
this has been increased by 2 or 3 per cent., 
making a total of 21 per cent. But even this, 
21 per cent, for a population of 40 crores, is 
not a picture of which any Government can be 
proud. 

After briefly touching these points, I would 
like to make mention about the Union 
Territories. I have been keenly disappointed 
that there is no mention about us in the 
President's Address. Perhaps the reason is that, 
barring Delhi, the population of the Union 
Territories is not more than thirty lakhs or 
perhaps the other reason is that nothing of note 
has happened therein. Well, Sir, I cannot deny 
that ours are the forgotten areas of India. 
Away from the hubbub of life, very little 
attention is paid to them and their problems 
howsoever difficult, "have not, to my mind, 
received the sympathy and support which are 
their due. In this august House, I have been 
saying off and on that in view of the fact that 
there are no legislatures in those areas, a much 
larger time must be given and a much larger 
interest must be taken in their affairs. 
Especially in Himachal Pradesh, which 
barring Delhi is the largest of the Union 
Territories both in size as well as in 
population, there are problems which, it is 
high time I think, should be tackled and 
tackled expeditiously. As you are aware, Sir, 
and as the House is aware, after the States 
Reorganisation Act of 1956, Himachal 
Pradesh was relegated to a Union Territory 
and the Legislature which was there was 
withdrawn and now, for the last two years, the 
experiment of the Territorial Council in the 
territorial field, and I should say the advisory 
committees experiment, at the State level is 
being tried. So far as the Territorial Council is 
concerned, there is no doubt in my mind, as 
there is no doubt in the minds of the Members 
of that body itself, that they have not been able 
to achieve anything significant and it is a mea-
sure of their helplessness in this regard 
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[Shri Anand Chand.] that they passed a 
resolution unanimously, with the support of 
all the parties represented in that body, asking 
for a change in the status of the territory and, 
with your permission, Sir, I would like to read 
the last para of that resolution: 

"The House—that is, the Territorial 
Council—therefore, urges upon the Central 
Government and Union Parliament to 
concede the legitimate and just demand of 
the Hill People for the creation of a Hill 
State and take necessary steps for the 
formation of Vishal Himachal Pradesh— 
the only solution of the complicated and 
multifarious problems facing the long 
neglected people of the Hills." 

I want to say, Sir, that it is not out -of nothing 
that this Resolution has come. It is not because 
they want all the paraphernalia and the system of 
statehood that they have passed this Resolution 
and forwarded it to the Centre but it is on 
account of the fact that they have found in the 
last two years that there is hardly anything of 
note, hardly anything of importance that happens 
there or the Council as such has been able to 
achieve, and they feel that whereas the rest of 
India is marching forward with all the 
democratic paraphernalia and structure, full 
association, guidance as well as actual working 
of the people • in these territories—this facility 
and this right—is being denied to them and that 
they are mere spectators of what is happening. It 
is true that under the scheme of reorganisation, | 
Parliament today is the forum, Parliament today 
is the legislature, for the Union Territories, but 
how much time can we find in this august House 
or in the other House to ventilate the grievances 
of the people of these areas or deal with their 
problems of day to day? Parliament controls the 
whole of the country; it has problems much more 
intricate, much more vital, much more 
fundamental, than looking  after  the  
administration     of 

these areas, and this has prevented the hopes and 
aspirations as far as the people of these areas are 
concerned from being brought before the 
■House in the measure in which they should 
have been brought because there is hardly any 
time to spare from amongst the various other 
matters which occupy the attenion of this august 
House or the other House. ' Therefore some 
system has to be devised by which the 
aspiration, by which, I should say, the needs of 
the people living in these territories find a more 
ready response at the hands of the authorities 
than they have found up-till.now. It is true that 
the States Reorganisation Commission has laid 
emphasis that in future there ought to be only 
two kinds of units in the Indian Union—the 
States and the Union Territories—and it is also 
true that the States Reorganisation Commission 
was quite emphatic in their findings that so far 
as the Union Territories were concerned their 
people ought to be consulted in an advisory 
rather than in a direct capacity. It was therefore 
that the right of legislature for all these terri-
tories was not put in-and it was therefore that 
the legislatures where they existed have been 
abrogated. But the point is, are these territories 
only to find the fulfilment of their political 
aspirations, the fulfilment of their democratic 
aspirations by merging or by actually forming 
part of another sister State? Is that the only 
remedy? I submit, Sir, that that does not follow; 
I also submit that once a Union Territory, 
always a Union Territory is not a maxim which 
is something of which we can be proud in 
democracy today. We had territories in other 
areas; we had territories in the United States. 
Only recently we had the case of Alaska, which 
was a territory, being admitted as a full-fiedged 
State of the United States. And perhaps Hawaii 
which is another territory will follow suit. I 
therefore do not subscribe to the view that there 
is no way out for the Union Territories to attain 
Statehood in their own right provided they fulfil 
the norms, the norms of viability as they are 
called, 
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the norms of a minimum amount of resources  
which  must be  there  in  a constituent unit of 
the Indian Union. Now,   Sir,   this   again   is   
a     question which to my mind is mostly 
academic, What  we  might  call  the  norm     
for measuring viability in one area cannot be 
applied to another area.   Therefore I submit 
that it is high time that the problem of these 
Union Territories were reviewed.    It is high 
time that the Government, and I would also say 
this  august  House,   showed     interest in the 
affairs of the people of    these areas  and 
devised a method of government for them.   I 
do not say that it should be Statehood 
straightway. That is a question which is very    
difficult for me to urge for them at this stage 
but I do say with all the emphasis at my 
command that it is not impossible to devise a 
method, a method    other than  the     
Territorial  Councils     and Advisory Councils 
which have    been functioning till now and 
which,  as I have    submitted,    have    failed       
in the purpose    for    which    they    have been 
constituted.    Some method must be devised 
whereby the    people    of these areas could 
have a say in their day to day affairs, in the day 
to day problems that arise and that are to be 
solved, and also, if I might submit, it could be 
of help in actually teaching them the 
democratic practice.    When we deny them the 
right of legislatures, when we deny them to 
have any   say in the day to day government,    
they are kept apart, they are isolated from the 
trend of modern political thought and 
democracy.    Today what is happening is that 
these areas are becoming a cesspool of what I 
might    call old  ideas,   old   theories,   old     
notions without  having     any     say     in     
the modem political life, in the    modern 
democratic  way     of living.    That to my 
mind is a very serious thing. That is something 
like relegating these  30 lakhs of people of 
these Union Territories to a secondary position 
whereby they have no say either in    their own 
affairs or in the affairs of    the country.    I 
submit that the time has come   when   the   
Home   Ministry   and the Government of India 
should focus their attention on how to solve    
this 

problem. The problem is there and we cannot 
solve it just by shutting our eyes to it. That is 
what I have to say about these Territories. 
Thank you. 

THE MINISTER OF MINES AND OIL (SHRI 
K. D. MALAVIYA): Mr. Chairman, Sir, with 
your permission I would like to refer briefly to 
some aspects of certain industrial schemes that 
have been mentioned in the President's 
Address. But for the fact that one of the hon. 
Members opposite referred to the oil industry 
in a questionable way, perhaps I would not 
have come before you to give any explanation. 
I will, therefore, take up first the references 
made about exploration of oil in Cambay by 
my hon. friend, Mr. Patel. He mentioned by 
way of complaint that we were not developing 
the Cambay oil because of political prejudice 
against Saurashtra. 

DR. NIHAR RANJAN RAY (West 
Bengal): He said Gujerat. 

SHRI K. D. MALAVIYA: He is reported to 
have said Saurashtra also. I will correct 
myself if he has not said it. 

"Oil and gas have been found in abundant 
quantities in Gujerat. Why are they not being 
developed? This is not a new thing. The 
presence of oil and gas has been known for 
many, many years. But because Bombay is 
under this set-up, the area is being neglected 
completely." 

Sir, nothing was more disappointing and 
surprising for me than to hear my hon. friend 
say that Gujerat was being neglected so far as 
oil exploration was concerned and that too 
because of Gujerat being in the set-up of 
Bombay. Sir, I am only concerned with the facts 
and I must say that it is misleading to say that 
oil exploration is not going on in a big way in , 
Gujerat. As a matter of fact, iiost of our 
activities in connection with oil exploration 
today    are    confined      to 
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Gujerat in Cambay area and the impression 
going round all over, even amongst the 
Opposition party, is that we are paying 
adequate attention 'o any area which has been 
geologically found to be oil-bearing. Therefore 
there is no politics. We have succeeded in 
locating some oilfields in Gujerat, in Cambay 
area, near Lunej and the moment we found that 
it was a possible area, we concentrated all our 
energy and we completed our drilling and we 
found oil at some pressure. And now we are 
transfer-big most of our activities to Gujerat. 
We have purchased some drills and 
arrangements are going on to transfer those 
drills, to locate oil in other parts near about 
Lunej. Our programme is to drill about ten to 
twelve holes before the close of this year ar.d 
by-means of these holes we propose to finish 
our quantitative estimates of the oil in Lunej 
area. Besides that, we are searching for oil in 
several areas, in Ankleswar near Baroda and 
Other areas round about Ahmedabad and also 
in the western tip of Cutch. Perhaps the largest 
number of parties are concentrated in Gujerat 
and jn the next year or so to come reihaps the 
largest amount of monev will have been 
concentrated in locating oilfields and 
establishing oil in quantities. If and when oil is 
f >und in sufficient quantities in Gujerat and 
near about, we propose to develop this oil, 
process the oil that is produced, and thereby 
take all the implications of huge expenditure to 
be met with in Gujerat. I, therefore, fail to 
undtr-stand how any one of us, any responsible 
Member of the House, could have made a 
complaint against us, that because of any party 
considerations something is not going on 
which is due to that area. I think this was a 
political, agitational angle, which was not at all 
justified, by the hon. Member who tried to 
make out this point. He then made certain 
wrong statements also. He said that some 
Rumanian experts who had come had told us 
that they had come to advise us. to show us the 
way. But .this was neglected.    They had to go 

away because Government was badly advised. 
I am not aware of any Rumanian experts 
having come here to advise especially on the 
possibilities of oil in Gujerat and then our 
saying that you go away; we do not want your 
advice. Firstly, we were always making efforts 
systematically to find out possibilities of oil in 
this area. This has been going on for about 
three, four or five years. When we found oil 
we stuck to that place. The Rumanian experts, 
so far as I am aware, were not called merely to 
give advice on the areas in Gujerat. They had 
come here in connection with certain 
equipments which we had purchased from 
them and those equipments were utilised later 
on with the help of those Rumanian experts. 
They are still here. They have not left the 
country. And we are getting some more 
Rumanian experts because we are purchasing 
some more drilling equipment from them and 
we will require their technical assistance for 
some more time because those drills will have 
to be operated in Gujerat. We are inviting 
more Rumanians. I am telling this only 
incidentally because a complaint had been 
made that some Rumanians had come and that 
w» asked.them to go away. We did not ask 
them to go away. Therefore, this is a 
thoroughly misleading statement to have been 
made here. 

SHRI SONUS1NG DHANSING PATIL 
(Bombay): Is it fair to the Member who spoke 
about it? The reference to the Rumanian 
experts, relates to some time early in 1950 
when Sardar was alive. That is his reference to 
the point, not afterwards or in recent years. 

SHRI K. D. MALAVIYA: I do not know. 
Do you agree with the remark made? 

SHRI SONUSING DHANSING PATIL: I do 
not agree with the remark. The question is 
about the point of time, which was some time 
in 1950 when Sardar was alive. 
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SHEI K. D. MALAVIYA: Why do you 
bother then? Now about recent developments, 
he said: "Pakistan has stolen a march over us." 
Let us see the context in which he said it. 
Whatever we may say about their political 
order, in Pakistan they have got presence of 
gas. They are utilising it by laying a pipeline. 
They are using it for industry. Now, this gas 
discovery which has been referred to by my 
hon. friend there—was discovered sometime 
back, quite as a result of efforts at search and 
prospecting over a number of years. They got 
gas antt we congratulate them for having got 
that oil in Sui, just as we have struck oil and 
gas, both in Naharkatiya. Perhaps we have 
discovered oil and gas in a bigger way than 
what they have discovered in Sui, if any com-
parison is to be made. What I mean to say is 
that Pakistan has not stolen any march over us 
in this programme of search for oil or 
discovery of oil or oil development. If they 
have discovered oil and gas in Sui, we have 
discovered them in Naharkatiya and our 
estimates of oil and gas in Naharkatiya are of 
quite satisfactory dimension. 

Then, with regard to gas found in Baroda, 
in the palace of the Maharajah of Baroda, the 
hon. Member said that "it had been found 
many, many years back. It was the influence 
of the Burma Oil Company that led to the 
Suppression of this information. Today the 
position is exactly the same. There were 
efforts to drill oil in Saurashtra by private 
persons, but they were also suppressed 
because the Burma Oil Company had a pull 
with the pre-yious Government as they have a 
pull with the present Government." I am not 
aware of the Burma Oil Company nor, as a 
matter of fact, any foreign companies who are 
of those having any pull, that they can 
influence the Government's policy. As a 
matter of fact, as the House is very well 
aware, they are not happy at the policy which 
has been pursued by us. And there are many 
friends here also who are not very happy at 
the policy that we  are  pursuing,  because  
they     arc 

people who are interested in the prosecution 
of oil development programme through and 
by the private sector, by foreign companies. 
Well, Government have given due 
consideration to these facts and they have 
given up this policy .   .   . 

SHRI V. PRASAD RAO (Andhra Pradesh): 
They are on your side. 

SHKI K. D. MALAVIYA: Well, I do 
not Know to which side they belong. 
They may be here; they may be there. 
Vherever they are, I want to make 
1 clear that Government after 
g iving      due consideration     have 
taken upon themselves the responsibility of 
searching for .oil and of spending money to 
develop the oil industry. Now, this is a very 
correct attitude, very correct policy, which has 
unfortunately not created a very good 
impression on the foreign oil companies. That 
is. the impression which goes about. One of 
the biggest oil experts in the world met me the 
other day ani his only point was— complaint 
against what we are doing was—that we have 
displeased some of the big foreign oil 
companiej in so far as we are not willing, we 
are not opening all the doors for them to come 
here and search 'or oil. So, such is the 
situation on the front of oil companies about 
which my friend says that we have been 
impressed and influenced by them. 

Now, with regard to this Baroda gas, the 
rarity of it, the facts are that for some time gas 
has been coming out even in the palace of the 
Maharajah and round about that area. Now, 
Sir, the mere fact that gas is there is not 
enough. It has never established an adequate 
quantity of gas which can be commercially 
exploited. Even though gas might be coming 
out for about 25 years or so, it has been 
coming out in very small quantities. If some 
commercial application were to be made of 
that gas, which is coming out in Baroda even 
today, perhaps it would have got exhausted in 
six months' time or three months' time.    
After having invested 
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[Shn K. V. Malaviya.j crores of rupees if 
you find that the j gas which is coming out at 
one or two ! places gets exhausted in about six 
[ months' time, it is not worth touching. 
Therefore, the 'main task before an oil explorer 
is to establish adequate quantities which will 
require an investment. And on that investment 
if the return is not proper and satisfactory, then 
that gas is no_fc> economic gas. Now, in 
Baroda and round about that area, the 
knowledge that we possess of gas there is that 
it is not in sufficient quantity, but we have rea-
sons to believe—and now these reasons have 
become more perceptible— that if we invest 
some more money in search of gas and oil here 
we are likely to find some more gas and oil in 
bigger quantities. 

[MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair] 

Now, for that we are doing something. The 
other day hon. Members must have read the 
news that there was a small blow-out near 
about the Maharajah's palace. Now, we have 
drilled more than a dozen holes, shallow holes 
near about the Maharajah's palace. All this has 
been done with a view to locating bigger 
pockets of oil or gas. The moment we are able 
to discover and establish sufficient quantity of 
gas and oil in that area, surely we are going to 
exploit it. We are not going to allow it to lie 
idle. Therefore, unless we find an adequate 
quantity of gas, we are not going to touch it. 
Therefore, for any hon. Member to stand up 
and say that gas is known there, it is lying there 
for some time, we are not using it because it is 
located in Gujerat, because we are 
unfortunately not agreeing with the political 
policy adumbrated by them, is something most 
tragic—tragically said—and it is an 
unfortunate | statement to be made in the House 
and i perhaps  also  irresponsible. 

Then, Sir, something very unfortunate was 
said—more' unfortunate. The suspicion is 
that this Government have employed people 
who were very small fry in the Burma Oil 
Company 

as their experts and advisers. Where do their 
loyalties go? If their loyalty was to India, the 
progress of drilling, the progress of exploration 
in the whole area of Gujerat would not be so 
slow. I am not quarrelling all these; the 
insinuation is that we employ some men who 
are sabotaging the whole scheme and we also 
welcome it because it happens to lie in Gujerat. 

Now, Sir, I do not think that a more absurd 
statement could have been made—unthought of 
and carelessly selected. We have undoubtedly 
experts here and the certificate given by those 
who do not like- this public sector business is 
that some of the finest lot of men are searching 
for oil in India and that they have picked up all 
the techniques in a very short time. Whether 
they are from the Western world or the Eastern 
world or any other country which has highly 
developed its oil techniques, they all come and 
pay a glowing tribute to our oil workers and the 
way in which they are continuing the work. For 
any hon. Member to come and say that this is 
not so is showing lack of appreciation of the 
facts. 

I would refer to the allegation made by my 
friend with regard to some man who is trying 
to set up a refinery there, that we are not giving 
him the opportunity to do so. It is said that we 
did not take up a number of offers because they 
went against our policy. The facts are, certain 
people interested in setting up a refinery at 
Bhav-nagar made a proposal to the Govern-
ment. The proposal was based firstly on the 
import of crude oil and latterly, when oil was 
discovered, they said that they would be 
willing, after negotiations of course, to hand 
over the refinery to the Government of India. 
Obviously, this offer could not have been 
examined from the point of view of any 
specific offer. Even taking that the refinery 
were to be allowed under the private sector, we 
would have to import crude oil for running this 
refinery. Now, our import of crude oil is 
already confined to the three or four refineries 
which we are running.    We 
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could not afford to take greater responsibility 
for importing more crude oil and paying the 
foreign exchange for an additional refinery. 
Therefore, what we said was, firstly we could 
not afford to pay the foreign exchange for a 
new refinery and we did not need a new 
refinery just now because we would have to 
sell many of the things that we produced from 
that refinery. Secondly, the Government of 
India decided that any refinery that would 
come up in the near future would be under the 
public sector. Therefore, it was not possible for 
us to have accepted that offer. It was not 
because the gentleman came from Gujerat or 
Saurashtra or some neighbouring area. He did 
not know the realities. It is a national interest. 
There are many people besides Gujeratis who 
are interested in this refinery. Therefore, to say 
that because the gentleman came from Gujerat 
and therefore, we did not entertain the proposal 
is an unreasonable and unthought of criticism. 

I have nothing more to .say except to deal 
with one more point which was made by Dr. 
Thomas that we should plan to produce our 
own equipments if we wanted to develop our 
oil industry. I suppose that nothing more 
relevant could have been said, and I entirely 
agree with my friend who said this, and it is 
exactly what we are doing. We are planning in 
a big way to produce our own basic equipment 
for the industry—so that in a short time we 
may not be compelled to import the 
equipment—thereby reducing the requirement 
of foreign exchange. We will stand on our own 
legs and I think from the Third Plan which is 
coming up we will not have to spend so much 
money on the import of these equipments. 

Thank you. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Dr, Anup 
Singh. Just fifteen minutes each. 

DR. ANUP SINGH (Punjab): Mr. Deputy 
Chairman, Sir, I welcome this 

opportunity of participating in this debate on 
the Presidential Address. I realise that it is 
neither possible nor desirable to deal with all 
the items. I will, therefore, select just a few. 

I would like to begin with the criticism that 
has been made by the Opposition regarding the 
integration of Jammu and Kashmir with the 
rest of India. I do not propose to go into 
everything that has been said in this respect, 
but I would like to emphasise one fact that we 
must always bear in mind the peculiar 
situation, the circumstances under which this 
integration was brought about. I do not feel that 
it is necessary for any Member here to remind 
this House of what has transpired, what the 
situation there is now, how explosive it can be 
at any time, and we are still confronted with 
this problem that is now seized by the United 
Nations. Naturally therefore, if there was any 
deviation or any small discrepancy between 
what obtains in the rest of India and in 
Kaslynir, that is well warranted and justified. It 
is said that there are no civil liberties in 
Kashmir. I am not very happy about what 
occasionally 1 goes on there, but again we 
must bear in mind the situation and the 
circumstances which compel the authorities to 
take perhaps a little more rigorous and speedy 
steps to curb, whenever the situation warrants, 
a certain amount of liberty that may be possible 
and permissible in the rest of India. 

I would like to mention just two or three 
points here to show that greater progress has 
been made so far as the integration of the 
State with the rest of India is concerned. In 
recent years, I think one of the most 
significant events that came to pass and 
which put an end to all kinds of uncertainty 
is the adoption of the State's Constitution  
which  says:— 

"The State of Jammu and Kashmir is 
and shall be an integral part of the Union 
of India." 

A number of steps have been taken to 
implement this. I am perfectly willing  to  
concede  that  a   good  deal 
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[Dr. Anup Singh.] remains to be done. But 
we should not lose sight of what has been 
done already. The jurisdiction of the Supreme 
Court has been made applicable to the State in 
the same manner as in tire rest of the Union 
save in respect of Article 136 of the Indian 
Constitution. The responsibility to administer 
departments like the national highways,, 
telephones, telegraphs, income-tax, 
broadcasting and customs has also been 
transferred to the Central Government after 
the adoption of the State's Constitution. The 
authority of the audit and control has been 
integrated. A number of financial 
arrangements have been made—I need not go 
into details. There is the abolition of the 
customs barrier. Integration of the services of 
the States cadre with the I.A.S. and I.P.S. 
services has been effected and officers are 
now being trained through the Union Ministry 
of Home Affairs. 

Another fact of very great significance 
which is not often realised is the State's 
participation in the Northern Zonal Council, 
which has naturally and inevitably widened 
the area of cooperation with the other Zones. 
And finally, the fact must be borne in mind 
that this is not the end of the process. A very 
sincere attempt has been mad-e by the State 
and its authorities to keep up with the rest of 
India. And once again I repeat that the 
criticism which is often levelled against the 
Kashmir authorities is neither justified nor 
very appropriate in view of the fact that we 
have enough enemies outside this country 
who keep on meddling in Kashmir day in and 
day out, who even accuse us of having 
grabbed Kashmir. I do not think it is 
necessary or desirable for any responsible 
Member here to add anything more to that 
approach of criticism which we are called 
upon to meet and encounter all the time. 

I would, therefore, respectfully point out to 
the Members that while they certainly have 
the liberty to criticise anything and everything 
that this Government does, when it comes to 
pro- 

blems like Kashmir, one has to be a little bit 
more restrained, and I say this very 
conscientiously and with a great sense of 
humility, because these things are not only 
quoted in Pakistan—which is natural—but 
also they are taken out of their context and 
used in the foreign press indiscriminately and 
greatly to our disadvantage —and I speak 
with some personal experience of the foreign 
press. 

There are one or two other items that I 
would like to touch and there I have to deal 
with the international situation. I select them 
not because I am not deeply concerned with 
the domestic problems—they are and they 
should always be of paramount interest, but I 
think enough has been said by other Members 
and I need not repeat or add anything to it 
although I have some very strong views on 
two or three items which may come up in the 
latter part of the Session. 

In the international situation, Sir, I would 
like to speak about the Came-roons, that very 
little known country not only in the rest of 
India but I am sure some of the Members here 
may not be fully acquainted with what is 
going on there. I have chosen it deliberately 
because on the 20th of this month the recent 
report of the U.N. Commission which visited 
the Cameroons is coming up for discussion, 
and we have an Indian representative there. 
There are one or two aspects of the problem 
which I would like to bring to the attention of 
this House. Cameroons is a country of six 
million people and I think, of about five hund-
red square miles of territory. It was German 
territory at one time, a Protectorate, but after 
the First World War it was partitioned and 
handed over to the League of Nations as a 
trust territory. About three-fourths of the area 
went to Prance and about one-fourth to 
Britain. Now to make this very tragic story 
brief in view of the time at my disposal, the 
leaders of the Cameroons people have been 
clamouring all these years for the reunification 
of their country, but for one excuse or the 
other their wishes 
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have been flouted and ignored. Mainly they 
have three objections to this trusteeship 
system, which has been handed on to the 
United Nations by the League of Nations. First 
it perpetuated the division of the Cameroons 
into two without taking into consideration the 
wishes of the people; they were never 
consulted; it never set any fixed date for the 
liberation of the people, and even the recent 
Commission, I am very sorry to say, refused to 
meet the real representatives of the people who 
are looked •down upon as traitors to their 
country, as rebels, so much so that most of 
them had to run to Cairo—Egypt—and they 
are functioning from there. I have no doubt in 
my mind that the people in Cairo are the real 
representatives of the Cameroons people. 
After the publication of the Commission's 
report, which I have not had the chance to see 
except for a few references here and there in 
the press, I have been told that some of the 
Cameroons representatives are not very happy 
with the part that India has played because the 
Indian delegate has also endorsed the decision 
of the Commission that complete reunification 
is not possible, and a part of the Cameroons—
the northern part, I think —will be integrated 
with Nigeria. Now the point that these 
Cameroons people are making is that no 
responsible person from Nigeria has ever pub-
licly announced that Nigeria wants this 
territory. None of their representatives has 
ever gone to the U.N. to advocate this. All the 
same, under some plea or the other a solution 
is being imposed upon the people. I do not 
know what our policy is going to be when this 
discussion takes place at the U.N., but I would 
request our Prime Minister to bear In mind—
which I am sure he always does—the very 
strong feeling among the African people on 
the Cameroons issue. In the official conference 
in Accra last year they passed a very strong 
resolution that nothing short of reunification of 
the two zones under U.N. supervision would 
be acceptable to the people. Subsequently the 
conference of the people which also took place 
at Accra, 

endorsed the same resolution without even 
changing a comma. The recent conference of 
the Afro-Asian Youth in which our Indian 
leaders also participated has also endorsed the 
same resolution. The conference of the Afro-
Asian people which took place about two 
years ago in Cairo also passed a similar 
resolution. In view of this practically 
overwhelming support for the cause of the 
Cameroons people, supported originally by 
our own delegate on the Commission and 
recently by our Indian delegate in this 
conference, I believe that we should not do 
anything at the U.N. during this discussion 
which will even remotely alienate the 
sympathies of the people. I am sure that our 
Prime Minister is always conscious of these 
developments but I take this opportunity of 
stressing this point. 

Just a word about another explosive 
situation in the international set-up, and that is 
the problem of Germany. It is a very 
complicated problem of course, but I would 
like to say only this, that once again the 
Soviet Union has seized the initiative, and 
once again they have put the Western powers 
on the defensive. It does not serve any 
purpose to go into motives, but we must face 
the situation that whereas the Western powers 
are confused and divided, the Soviet Union 
has offered a solution and has made certain 
concessions. Now there are people who 
believe that nothing short of reunification is 
desirable from the political point of view. I 
believe that that approach is slightly 
outmoded. Recently I was reading an article 
by Walter Lippmann, a very conservative 
person but a very distinguished columnist, 
who is certainly not very smpathetie to the 
Soviet point of view, but in one of his 
columns he said the time has come when we 
may be compelled—I do not remember the 
exact words— when we may be compelled to 
recognise the inevitable fact that East Ger-
many as a separate entity and a separate 
Government has come into being with 
different institutions, social, political and 
economic, and we may hare 
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to begin with some kind of a confederation of 
the two, and he also mentioned, so far as I 
recall, that there was a volume of opinion in 
West Germany which has slightly come round 
to this point of view that to stick to only the 
ideal, the dogmatic and the theoretical point of 
view of reunification may not be practical and 
may not be very desirable. Now I am not ad-
vocating any solution except to say this that in 
view of these observations made by some of 
the American representatives and those not 
from the Communists or the Socialists but 
from the Republicans, we may also reexamine 
the whole issue and put our weight on the side 
of some kind of a rapprochement between  the 
two. 

One more word about the international 
situation, Sir, and that is about Algeria.    I  
mention  this     because  a murderous  war has  
been     going  on there for the last several  
years and hundreds  of  people  are  being 
killed almost every day.   The French autho-
rities are adamant and they are determined to 
put down  this  revolt    for liberation. But the 
Nationalist leaders are equally determined that 
they will be rather wiped out than compromise 
on this vital issue of their freedom. Only  
recently we learned through a press report that 
an Algerian national, when  he  appeared   in  
the  court  for charge to attempt the murder of 
the Home Minister of France, in a   statement 
said that if necessary he will do the same thing 
again.    He added that he was simply carrying 
out the orders of his     officers.    Sir,  I am     
neither defending him nor am advocating the 
use of violence, but I mention    this simply to 
show the    intensity of the feeling among 
those people who are fighting for their 
freedom and liberty. I am sure that our 
Government has been lending its full support 
to Algeria's freedom and I hope that we will do 
all that we can possibly do to help these people 
because all the people in Asia,  Europe  or 
America,  who     are fighting for freedom, 
look to India as « country which has learnt by 
bitter 

experience what it means to be subject to a 
foreign power. I hope we will never betray 
their hopes or disappoint them.    Thank you. 

SHRI P. C. BHANJ DEO (Orissa): Mr. 
Deputy Chairman, Sir, there is much to be 
said in connection with the Address delivered 
by the President, to the Members of 
Parliament, because in my opinion it is more 
distinguished for the avoidance of the vital 
problems and issues which face the Indian 
nation today than for any bold statement or 
attempt at solution of these problems. But, in 
view of the paucity of time I will at present 
devote my remarks to the subject matter of the 
amendments that I have placed before the 
House. 

In connection with my first amendment, I 
would like to remark that the appeal  of the    
President to    various shades of opinion, both 
inside Parliament and outside Parliament,    to 
cooperate with the Government regarding the 
success of the Plan, which has been   reiterated   
on   the  floor   of   this House by the Prime 
Minister,    might betray the desire on the part 
of the Government to elicit the co-operation of 
the rest of the representatives  of the people 
and as such of the whole people of India. But it 
does not go into the reasons why this co-
operation has not been forthcoming, why the 
people of  India    have    not    enthusiastically 
supported as one man the plans    and projects      
of the      Government with good intentions no 
doubt, to develop the country and bring the 
nation into line  with  the  rest  of  the  
developed world.   From this point of view, Sir, 
the Plan, in my opinion, is ill-conceived and 
worse executed.    Having followed the course 
of the industrialised West  in its  programme,  
devoted     to quick but disorganising results, it 
has neglected, in my opinion, the specifications 
of an agrarian economy with ways  of life     
and thought     entirely different  from  the   
Occident.     It  reveals also, in my opinion, an 
absence of  clear  understanding  of  the  hopes 
and the mode of life and conditions to which 
the residents of 5,58,000      Tillages are 
accustomed in this country. 
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A planned period of development, Sir, 
assumes strict control of finance and 
expenditure. In this the Government, in my 
opinion, and in the opinion of the people I 
represent on the' floor of this House, has failed. 
This policy of quick industrialisation, which the 
Government has been trying to bring about in 
this country, has ! resulted in great disparity 
between the development of one State and 
another making the uniform progress of India a 
difficult thing for many years to come. The 
matching grants of the Centre, to which the 
States have been subjected, are at the bottom of 
this discriminatory process of grants to various 
States. I will not go into greater details in this 
matter. I have facts and figures but I will just 
mention a few examples in this respect to make 
my point clear. Out of a total grant of Rs. 8,488 
lakhs for Part A States for agriculture, U.P. and 
Bombay consume 40% of the total allotted 
expenditure. Similarly, Mysore, Madhya Bharat 
and Travancore Cochin consume Rs. 1,386 
lakhs, although all of them put together do not 
exceed the extent of Rajasthan or Hyderabad. 

In the matter of Road development, Sir, out 
of a total expenditure of Rs. 5,919 lakhs, 
Bombay and West Bengal score 40% of the 
total class A allotment, while undeveloped 
and needy States like Assam, Orissa and 
Madhya Pradesh get the minimum ol this 
grant. In Public Health also out of a total 
allotment of Rs. 8,871 lakhs, Bombay and 
West Bengal are allotted 41% of the total 
grant, thus leaving the minimum for needy 
States like Assam and Orissa. 

In this respect, Sir, the Second Plan also 
gives us no hope of improvement. Although 
there has been an emphasis in the Second Plan 
for speeding up the process of industria-
lisation, matching grants with their attended 
disparities continue to flourish in our 
development programme. Hence it is difficult 
for Members of the Opposition, who cannot 
approve of the very approach of the Plan— its 
execution and its results—to cooperate with 
the Government in any 

large measure to bring about a wholesale 
success of this reckless Plan. 

I have only mentioned our approach 
to this appeal, our reaction to this 
appeal on the part of the Govern 
ment. We also cannot support the 
way in which this Plan is being put 
into execution and also as regards its 
effect. I would like to say that the 
Hirakud Dam has been 
there in Orissa since 1955. 1 P.M. But what 
have the Government done during the years 
1956, 1957 and 1958? Why has no water been 
supplied to the various channels for which 
purpose this Dam had been constructed? Also, 
Sir, the recent floods in Orissa have proved to 
us that in spite of the fact that a colossal sum 
of money had been spent on this Project, it is 
not adequate for flood protection. The 
Mahanadi water overflowed the banks and 
inundated a greater part of Orissa during the 
last two years. That shows that although we 
spent a lot of money and tried to plan ahead 
for the development of the country, we could 
not have a high enough dam in Orissa in order 
to protect the adjoining lands from floods. 

Then, Sir, in the Ganjam District there is 
the Rushikulia Project which is supposed to 
have been completed seven years ago. But 
even today we find that the main channel has 
not been completed. The slow progress with 
which the side channels are being dug leaves 
much to be desired and also opens the way for 
strict enquiry into the whole episode. 

Next, Sir, there is the Bhakra-Nangal Project 
which is due to be completed by the end of the 
Second Five Year Plan period. A colossal sum 
of money has been spent on the Bhakra-Nangal 
Project, and it has been proclaimed from 
housetops that in the Punjab it is going to 
irrigate some 3 million acres of land. If that is 
achieved, it would be a very laudable thing 
indeed. But we must not lose sight of the other 
disadvantages in I   connection with that Project    
before 
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wholeheartedly. We are surprised to know that 
some 3 2 million acres are going to be submerg-
ed as a result of that Project. (Time .'bell rings.) 
Just two minutes, Sir. In that case, Sir, what is 
the use of irrigating 3 million acres through that 
Project when 3" 2 million acres are going to be 
submerged in that process? All these matters 
require to be carefully examined and analysed 
before we can be expected to support the 
Government in these matters. Not only that, Sir, 
but I have repeated it on the floor of this House 
several times that I myself, as a poor patriot of 
this country, am prepared to help the 
Government with my advice and with my ideas 
for making part of the Plan successful. But it has 
been a great disappointment to me because my 
State authorities have always refused to co-
operate with me. I appealed to the Planning 
Minister on the floor of this House to help me in 
this matter. He as well as the Minister of 
Agriculture wrote to the State Government to 
supply me with the necessary data, so that I 
could give to them my genuine support and 
advice in several matters. But up to this time, 
Sir, I regret to say that there has been no 
practical response. As I mentioned on a previous 
occasion, the District Magistrate had definitely 
forbidden the Development Officers of my area, 
Mayurbhanj, to supply me with any data, 
because I belonged to the Opposition. So, Sir, if 
the Government really solicits our help and 
furnishes us with the necessary materials for that 
purpose, we can certainly help it with our 
suggestions and 1 advice. But unless that is 
done, we are utterly helpless in the matter. 

Sir, I will not say anything about the 
question of price level because that has 
already been remarked upon by other 
speakers. But I shall end my speech by 
referring to the question of recognition of new 
countries by our Government, which has been 
mentioned in the President's Address. Sir, it 
would have been better if East Germany and 
Israel" had been includ- 

ed in that list in order to make it more 
comprehensive and beneficial from the 
international point of view. Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (West Bengal): 
May I just draw your attention, Sir, to one 
thing? It has almost been the practice here for 
our Ministers not to be present when such 
discussions, as go on now, take place. Only 
one hon. Minister is present. The activities of 
various Ministries are being referred to in the 
discussion, and I do not see as to why some of 
the hon. Ministers cannot be present here. I 
would only request you to send a requisition 
in this connection so that at least some of 
them could be present. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Yet, Mr. S. C. 
Deb. 

SHRI S. C. DEB (Assam): Mr. Deputy 
Chairman, Sir, I express my deep sense of 
gratitude to the President for the Address 
which he delivered to the Members of both 
the Houses. 

Sir, I wholeheartedly support the motion 
moved by Shri Pattabiraman, I feel, Sir, that a 
clear picture has been presented to us as to 
how our country is progressing, in spite of 
various stresses and strains, in th« fields of 
industry and agriculture and also in certain 
another fields. We also find, Sir, that some 
steady progress is being maintained, and thert 
are various indications that the future progress 
of our country mainly depends upon our basic 
industries, agricultural production and rural 
development. There are also clear indications 
as to how our Third Five Year Plan is going to 
be implemented. It has been clearly stated in 
th« Address that: 

"The principal objectives which we have 
accepted are: a substantial increase in 
national income,    rapid 
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industrialisation, expansion of employment 
on a sufficient scale, and a reduction in 
inequalities of income and wealth.". 

In this connection, Sir, I have to offer some 
suggestions to the Government. They relate to 
co-operation, agriculture on some sound footing 
and rural development as well as youth 
mobilisation. For getting people's cooperation, 
there are some hurdles. One is that the 
Government machinery and the general public 
are set apart. The people as yet do not 
appreciate the gigantic efforts that <our 
Government are undertaking for the 
industrialisation of the country -which is to 
bring ultimate economic benefit to the whole 
population. The people are yet at a loss as to the 
true impact of how socialist society will come 
into being. The co-operation of different parties 
is sought and some efforts have already been 
made. When our plans are worked out, the co-
operation of all parties is invited, all the parties 
are consulted and then the plan is drafted. Now 
we see that certain political parties are not 
giving ttheir support to the extent expected. 
They are taking their party line and not viewing 
it as a planned project as it was drawn up. 
Another thing is, capitalism—a class by itself. 
The capitalists are, it seems to me, afraid of the 
future structure of a socialist , society and are 
very intelligently obstructing the formation of 
this new pattern of society. In the social struc-
ture as it stands now, there is a gap between the 
rich and the poor. The common and middle 
class people generally cannot think themselves 
to join hands with the rich people for the 
realization of their ideal objective. There is the 
Community Development department. It was 
expected that by this organisation the people's 
enthusiasm would be created and the whole 
population would be mobilised for the 
achievement of our Plan, but there has been no 
success. So we are to get over these hurdles. We 
must go to the root of the problem. We appre-
ciate the Government's efforts for a great 
change-over.   It is right to start 

from below, that is, to form village co-
operatives, to organise Pancha>at Raj, to 
organise village people on the lines of co-
operative agriculture, joint, farming and 
improved method of cultivation. The 
Government has taken the decision for State 
Trading in food-grains. That has to be 
implemented. There is another thing also, 
namely, the small scale industries should be 
expanded throughout the length and breadth of 
the country. 

So far as industrialisation of the country is 
concerned, our Prime Minister has indicated 
the other day that in the Third Plan, the 
country is to cross the barrier separating an 
underdeveloped country from a developed 
country. He emphasised that the next seven 
years require, to quote his words, organised, 
unified and continuous efforts in that 
direction. It is a tremendous task. 

At the village level, the people are to be 
enthused and initiatives in them are to be 
created. There shsuld be a new technique of 
training the village people to get a proper 
perspective and to get a clear picture of their 
future well-being as also how to administer 
the Panchayat Raj, how to run the co-
operatives and how to establish a real 
democracy and socialist pattern of society. 
Our Nagpur Resolution is very clear on this 
point. We have taken a right decision there. 
The other day our Communist friend Shri Z. 
A. Ahmad referred to this Congress 
Resolution when he was supporting the 
Resolution of Shri Ram Sahai. When we 
consider these on different political parties' 
lines, the Communist friends are also 
appreciating that, the Congress Party has 
taken the co-operation of all the parties and 
they are also thinking that right decisions are 
being taken. To implement these, the co-
operation of all the parties, it was hinted by 
our Prime Minister, is needed so that we may 
go ahead with our plans. 

.There is also the question of how we can 
develop our small scale industries.    H*rt I 
would like to lefer to 
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[Shri S. C. Deb.] the speech of Shri Lai 
Bahadur Shastri, the Minister of Commerce 
and Industry, in a political conference in 
Assam, in which he gave some reasons for the 
development of small scale industries 
throughout the length and breadth of the 
country. He gave three reasons. Firstly, the 
small-scale industries could be made use of in 
every home. Secondly, a far larger number of 
people would get employment and production 
would be increased thereby; and thirdly, we 
shall be able to save more foreign exchange. 
These are important savings and we rely on 
our Commerce and Industry Minister, as it is 
his portfolio, to follow this policy. We would 
like this to.be started in every part of the 
country and when it is not possible to develop 
big industries in every area, it is the small 
scale industry which can develop the economy 
in every zone, in every area, and in every 
district, whether it is a developed area or an 
undeveloped area. It is a very important 
gesture and we hope that every district will be 
organised by the Small Scale Industries Board 
on those lines. The youths of the country 
should be mobilized and they ought to be 
given training and they ought to be given the 
perspective, and such training should start 
from the beginning and if the youths are 
organized to take up the small scale industries 
on their part, not only the unemployment 
problem will be solved but we will be able to 
harness the activities and energies of the 
youths for the development of the country and 
in that way the people will also realize their 
responsibilities. Because we know that the 
youths are not giving that much of co-
operation for the development of the country 
that is expected of them, that they are very 
much frustrated. They are the future genera-
tion of this country and everything depends on 
the youths. So they are to be trained and 
initiatives are to be created in them so that 
they can go forward with the planned develop-
ments that we are contemplating In our 
programmes. So for that I also appeal to the 
Government to see that 

small scale industries are    developed in 
every area and in every district. 

Then, Sir, the President was good enough to 
refer in his Address to the oil industry, about 
the oil refinery in Assam and to indicate that 
the selection of the site there is finalised. The 
people of Assam are very grateful to the 
Government for this decision. It has also been 
hinted in the Address that there are 
considerable reserves of natural gas in 
Naharkatia. (Time bell rings.) Sir, I will take 
only two or three more minutes. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Only two 
more minutes. 

SHRI S. C. DEB: Then I will only add that 
when the oil industry and other industries are 
developed in Assam much of the difficulties 
that are experienced there because of the 
transport bottle-necks in that area will be 
removed and Assam will also share and take 
its due place in the iridus-trial field. 

One thing more I would like to mention, and 
that relates to our relations with Pakistan. I 
come from a border area. Our Prime Minister 
is pleased to mention that we should have 
good relations with Pakistan. On, that we agree 
with the Government. We do not like to have 
any enmity with Pakistan. They are our neigh-
bours. But what is happening? Even after 
many protests from our Government, troubles 
in that area in Assam are continuing. Firing is 
going on, it is continuing. Tukergram is our 
area. But they having occupied that area are 
now resorting to firing from that area. It is a 
pity there is not yet any solution. After all we 
are thinking of being on good terms with 
Pakistan, but Pakistan is not taking the matter 
in that light. It is indeed difficult. Our protests 
are not meaning anything. We are lodging 
protest after protest. But they don't seem to 
hear it. They are going on in their own way. 
They continue their firing. I come from a 
border area and I find     that     the 
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people are very much disturbed, They cannot 
go in for any gainful employment. They cannot 
have their natural course of living there. They 
are there in a state of great insecurity where this 
firing is going on. So, I would urge upon the 
Government to see that this matter is properly 
dealt with. The Prime Minister has also referred 
to the agreement that is there and said that it 
should be respected. We do agree, but that 
agreement is not being respected by Pakistan 
Government. In that case what should our 
Government do? Should we live silently and 
allow them to resort to firing, day after day and 
night after night and month , after month? 
Should they thus continue their firing? So I 
appeal to the Government to see that this matter 
is properly settled, and every thing that is 
possible should be done in this  direction. 

SHRI M. D. TUMPALLIWAR (Bombay) : 
Mr. Deputy Chairman, I rise to suport this 
Motion of Thanks wholeheartedly with a 
sense of pride and satisfaction. Before I come 
to the Address itself, I would like to make 
some points in reply to the criticisms made 
during the speeches in this House. 

Firstly, I would like to deal with the 
question about the State of Jammu and 
Kashmir. About Jammu and Kashmir it has 
been stated that this State has not been wholly 
integrated with the rest of India, that it is not 
treated on par with the other States of the 
country. That is partially true, no doubt, and I 
don't deny it. But at the same time, we must 
not forget the provision which we have made 
in our own Constitution about the State of 
Jammu and Kashmir. The Constituent 
Assembly of India, Sir, and the Parliament, 
have however, taken into account the peculiar 
problems connected with that State and 
accordingly some constitutional adjustments 
have been permitted in the case of Jammu and 
Kashmir.    So, in view of this and in 

view of the assurances and declarations of the 
Prime Minister of Kashmir Bakshi Ghulam 
Muhammad, taat the State of Jammu and 
Kashmir is an integral part of India and shall 
remain to be so for ever there is no ground for 
us to create any misapprehension within 
ourselves or in the public on this question. In 
the Constitution of Jammu and Kashmir itself 
section 3 says that the State of Jammu and 
Kashmir is and shall be an integral part of the 
Union of India, and this clause is sufficient to 
prove that constitutionally the State of Jammu 
and Kashmir is an integral part of the Union of 
India. There is also another provision in their 
Constitution, and that is section 147 which 
lays down that no Bill or amendment seeking 
to make any change in the provision in section 
3 of theii Constitution shall be introduced or 
moved in either House of their Legislature. 
Therefore, in their own Constitution they have 
put a bar and stated that nobody can move an 
amendment to their Constitution which differs 
in sense or meaning with the provisions in the 
Constitution of India. For all essential 
purposes there is not the slightest variation in 
the constitutional status of the State of Jammu 
and Kashmir and that of any other State of the 
Union. All the important features of the Union 
Constitution as well as the underlying spirit of 
its basic principles are equally applicable in 
respect of the State of Jammu and Kashmir. So 
I say, by creating misapprehension in the 
public, we spread a sense of insecurity and we 
ourselves begin to disbelieve what we do. 
Therefore, it is necessary for every citizen of 
India to look at Kashmir as part and parcel of 
the Union and never doubt that fact. 

Next I come to another criticism. Much was 
said by some hon. Members about the 
bilingual nature of the Bombay State. It is a 
feeling and that feeling is purposefully spread 
that injustice has been done to that State by 
Parliament and by the Con- 
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gress High Command leaders. As far as I see, 
I do not think either Parliament or the 
Congress High Command had any evil motive 
in bringing the Marathi speaking people and 
the Gujerati speaking people together. They 
all thought that this bilingual State of Bombay 
would -provide. a base for other bilingual or 
multilingual States, if we are successful with 
this bilingual State. Now, this State has been 
working quite successfully. About the 
integration of the services or about the 
administration there may be discontent here 
and there. I do not say there is no discontent at 
all. Discontent there may be. At the same 
time, T must tell you that under the able 
leadership of Shri Y. B. Chavan, the State has 
made sufficient progress which can give us the 
assurance that we are running the State very    
successfully. 

They point out the results of elections. It is 
true that in some parts cf Maharashtra there is 
still the feeling that injustice has been dene. 
They want that the bilingual State should be 
broken up and that Samyukta Maharashtra 
should be formed. On that basis, elections were 
fought in that part and the Samiti people won 
those elections. In this connection, let me point 
out the recent Nagpur election. I can tell you 
that the people of Vidarbha are not against. the 
bilingual State. This is proved by the result of 
the recent election held there. There is one 
point which I cannot reply to. I suggest a 
formula instead. They say that in the whole of 
India, ther2 is only one bilingual State. That is 
the only point   which   is   exploited. 

SHRI SHEEL BHADRA YAJEE (Bihar): In 
Punjab they have both Hindi and Punjabi 
languages and thus it is a bilingual State. 

SHRI M. D. TUMPALLIWAR: In that way, 
if we look at Punjab, that also  becomes  a  
bilingual   State.     But 

apart from that, if another bilingual State could 
be formed by the inclusion of some portions of 
Madhya Pradesh, say, the Chattisgarh district, 
to Vidarbha, a bilingual State* could be 
formed so that it will satisfy the Samyukta 
Maharashtra Samiti people who now say that 
there is. only one bilingual State in' the whole 
of India though there is another bilingual 
State, the Punjab. I do not say that this idea of 
mine will be accepted but I am just submitting 
this for the consideration of *our Leader and 
the House. 

I now come to the Address itself. I view the 
speech not with the eye of a critic "but with an 
eye of appreciation. To me it is a most brilliant 
record of the past achievements, present urges 
and future aspirations of the country. Some 
people have said that this Address exudes a 
sense of complacency. I have read the speech 
and I did not find any sense of complacency 
anywhere throughout the speech. It is true that 
we are not • pessimistic but it is also true, Sir, 
that we are not unjustifiably optimistic. It is a 
record of progress; though the progress is 
gradual, it is sound and quite heartening. In the 
last year, we found ourselves in the midst of a 
crisis of a very severe nature, a financial crisis. 
Everywhere in the country, fears and 
apprehensions were expressed and it was feared 
that the Indian economy was heading towards 
the breaking point. I appreciate the fact that at 
that critical moment, our Prime Minister and the 
rest of the leaders never lost courage even for a 
single moment. They kept the people with them 
and faced the crisis very boldly. Our hon. 
Finance Minister, Shri Morarjibhai Desai went 
abroad and canvassed support for our Indian 
economy. He obtained loans and aids for the 
completion of the Second Five Year Plan and I 
ami proud to say that he returned to the 
motherland a triumphant hero. The President has 
rightly said that our Government  and     our     
people     art 
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grateful to the foreign countries for the aids 
and loans granted to us. At the same time, Sir, 
it is to be understood that no political 
conditions have been attached to these loa"* 
and/ or aids. That is the most significant factor 
and that shows in what high esteem we are 
held by the countries abroad. That is not a 
singular instance. That, 'our stock is very high 
in the world, can be proved by many other 
factors. First and foremost is the fact that we 
are in the middle of two warring blocs, 
standing as a rock and we have successfully 
averted war , which looks imminent at every 
moment. That is not a small achievement. Of 
course, as the Prime Minister often says, that is 
nothing new, there is nothing new in this 
foreign policy of ours. I accept, Sir, that it is 
traditional but is it not an item to be proud of, 
Sir, that we have ably followed that tradition 
and we have proved ourselves to be worthy 
sons of our worthy forefathers who had once 
covered the entire humanity with love? 

About the material progress that we have 
made in this country, I want to bring to notice 
one remarkable fact and that is about the 
soothening effect on the market in regard to 
steel prices. The steel plants at Bhilai and 
Rourkela were inaugurated by the President in 
the first week of this month. No sooner had he 
inaugurated them than a remarkable thing 
happened and the price of iron and steel went 
down tremendously. Iron which was selling 
the previous day for about Re. 65 or Rs. 70 
was available the very next day after the 
inauguration for Rs. 35 to Rs. 40. If such 
plants go into production in the near future, 
we can imagine the amount of good that 
would be done to the country. 

In other fields also, Sir, our achievements 
are not small. Take, for example," the work 
done by the national research laboratories. 
The services they have rendered are 
inestimable. In many cases, they have made 
possi- 

ble the use of indigenous materials in place of 
imported ones and they have also made 
possible the use of low grade ore. In this 
connection and at this point, I take this oppor-
tunity of according my thanks to our President 
for the announcement about the setting up of a 
National Research Laboratory in public health 
engineering and development at Nagpur. 

[THE   VICE-CHAIRMAN   (SHRI   P.      N". 
SAPRU) in the Chair.] 

I am sure this will give some setis faction to 
the people of Nagpur. I would also like to 
refer to the feeling in the minds of people 
there about Nagpur which has lost everything 
after the formation of States on a linguistic 
basis. I request that something be done for 
Nagpur. I hope it will be done. I offer an apo-
logy here for having taken a few minutes for 
speaking something about the interest of this 
particular city. 

SHRI SHEEL      BHADRA     YAJEE: 
Do you want Maha Vidarbha? 

SHRI M. D. TUMPALLIWAR: I have never 
said that I want Maha Vidarbha. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE (Bombay): 
What do you mean by saying, that something 
should be done? What is this "something"? 

SHRI M. D. TUMPALLIWAR: I never said 
thit the capital should be brought there. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: Is there any 
concrete proposal in this respect? 

SHRI M. D. TUMPALLIWAR: I have made 
a proposal here that something should be done 
for Nagpur. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI P. N. 
SAPRU) : The hon. Member's timev. I regret to 
Bay,  is over. 
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SHRI M. D. TUMPALLIWAR: Then , I 
come to the achiev«ments we have made in 
the labour field. I submit that there is much to 
be done in the field of labour also. (Time bell 
rings.) About labour I have to say only one 
thing that democratically, by persuasion, we 
have established cordial and friendly relations 
between labour and management. That is one 
thing. Another thing we have achieved is 
participation of the workers in management, 
and in this respect we have formed many joint 
councils of workers and management in 
private sector as well as in public sector. 

The last thing is about the code of discipline 
that has been ratified by '.all the central 
organisations of workers and employers. Sir, 
that stands to the credit of our Labour Minister, 
Shri Nandaji, and we see that that • code is 
being respected throughout the length and 
breadth of the country. And I thank the 
millions of workers who rose to the occasion 
and who are working for its success. Thank 
you, Sir. 

SHRI LALJI PENDSE (Bombay): Mr. 
Vice-Chairman, the Presidential Address on 
the opening day of the Budget Session ?s 
generally understood to contain a major 
policy statement. As such I felt keenly 
interested in listening to it—this was my 
first opportunity as I was a newcomer—and 
further this year's Address had evoked much 
interest because the last year was a trying 
one. We had encountered many difficulties. 
The private sector appeared to be tightening 
its belt against the plan; the foreign ex-
change problem laid its stranglehold and we 
were compelled to compromise on points 
with opposition and difficulties. On the food 
front we were in grief; prices shot up and 
food began to disappear. Promise of em-
ployment and better wages and better 
standards of living fell short of realisation. 
Under the weight of such circumstances, 
Government preferred to compromise with 
both the private sector at home and the 
creditors 

abroad. It became evident that our 
developmental projects could not kindle any 
enthusiasm and the determined will of the 
people could not be mustered behind the 
projects. Again we lost several by-elections that 
left a bad taste in the mouth, and men's minds 
seemed to drift away. 

All these conjointly called for hard think ng 
and for some refashioning of the perspective and 
the policy. In the face of these realities and 
especially of the Nagpur Resolution, we had 
expected that some basic innovation in our 
economic and national policies would be made. 
The defined goal of socialism and some of the 
regressive steps that were taken confused many 
and set them guessing. We, therefore, looked to 
the Presidential Address for guidance and 
inspiration, but I am sorry to observe that the 
Address has not come up to any of those 
expectations. It has given us no analysis of the 
concrete problems, nor has a clear perspective or 
direction been given. If at all, the Address was 
very much like a mechanically worded catalogue 
of happenings, and it has left us at that. 

For example, the Address glorify-ingly refers 
to the rising national income. 

SHRI SHEEL BHADRA YAJEE: Do you 
want that the Address of the President should be 
a thesis and it should have all clarifications 
regarding socialism and its application? 

SHRI LALJI PENDSE: I do not know what it 
should be but it should cover the points I am 
suggesting. Call it a thesis, call it an Address, 
call it anything. 

I was saying that the Address refers to the 
increase in national income. Undoubtedly it has 
increased but according to the objectives of the 
Plan, has the increase been progressively passed 
on to the hands of its creators?      As   the  
national     income 
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increases, so also increases the pauperisation 
of the people and this can be seen from the 
'shift of the property-holding dvring the last 
several years. Peasants are deprived of their 
small holdings and they are concentrating in 
the cities seeking means of livelihood. 
Unemployment also increases in the face of a 
developing economy. If unemployment 
increases, if pauperisation increases, then it is 
a sure .sign that the perspective is somewhere 
wrong. It is no doubt shown that people are 
spending more, but that is not because they are 
purchasing a larger volume but because the 
prices are exceed ngly high. It is apparent that 
the increase of national income is not 
progressively transferred to the people but is 
getting appropriated somewhere and the 
Address is patently silent over this. 

There is yet another omission— and in my 
opinion a glaring one— that leaves us in 
despair. The Address is silent over the 
question of bilingual Bombay. Much has been 
said about that here but we are all the more in 
agony because we know that the President 
holds strong views in the matter. He was 
reported to have written to the Prime Minister 
some time back and the Prime Minister in one 
of his press conferences admitted having 
rece'ved the communication but we see that 
the wishes of the President have not been res-
pected so far. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIP. N. SAPRU) 
: I do not think we can comment upon any 
communications between the Prime Minister 
and the President. They are of a confidential 
nature and therefore we should not assume 
anything. 

SHRI LALJI PENDSE: I only said that the 
Prime Minister in one of his press conferences 
has admitted having received it. That is all I 
said. That means that the President had 
expressed his wishes to the Prime Minister; 
and they have not been respected so far 
whatever may be the reason.    Sir, the 
President in 
113 RSD—4 

the esteem of the people stands head houlder 
above the Cabinet and if the Cabinet is seen 
disrespecting or ignoring the wishes of the 
President, that is' a greater reason why the 
President should take this House into 
confidence, and that is why I mention the 
omission. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIP.N. SAPRU) 
: We have the parliamentary system of 
Government. The Cabinet advises, its advice 
is binding on the President. - For anything 
done only the Cabinet can be held responsible 
—done or omitted to be done. 

SHEI LALJI PENDSE: Thank you. It is in 
this perspective, Sir, ,that the issue was raised 
through speeches and amendments in this 
House, but those who were patently incapable 
of seeing this point started discussing the 
merits of the question. It is beyond them 
perhaps to see that the phase of hypothetical 
discussion is long past and the people's will 
has, time and again proclaimed its verdict 
against it through struggles and the ballot box. 
It is suggested that the people's will was 
expressed through the Parliament here. Yes. 
Apart from the conspiratorial nature of the 
signature campaign, which ultimately brought 
about this bilingual, people directly concerned 
nave not forgiven those in Maharashtra who 
voted for the Bilingual. And they were routed, 
one and all, except a few, in the last elections. 
It is true that by and large Marathwada voted 
for the Congress in the last elect'ons, but that 
was obviously for different reasons. They 
were freed from the Nizami yoke and were 
longing to be associated with Bombay and 
Maharashtra. But soon the disillusionment 
came about the Bilingual and a very sharp 
shift has come about, so much so that in the 
recent elections, in a number of cases, to a 
number of local bodies and municipalities, the 
Congress was routed. So much has the shift 
been pronounced that responsible Congress 
leaders in Marathwada are convinced   that it 
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[Shri Lalji Pendse.] has to be    written off    
the Congress record. 

Then, they ask, what about Nagpur? Now, 
Sir, that is exactly my question. What does the 
recent Nagpur by-election signify? Much has 
been said here about the Nagpur election and 
the Congress victory and the vote for Bilingual 
and all that. But if the elec--ion signifies 
anything singularly it gignifies one more nail 
in the coffin of the Bilingual. And how, I shall 
tell you. The elected Member, Shri Aney, who 
was one time an acting President of the Indian 
National Congress, has lost no time in disillu-
sioning the Congress over the implications of 
his success. The Congress laid flattering 
unction to its heart that this success was a 
verdict in favour of the Bilingual. The Chief 
Minister of Bombay told the State Assembly 
that Nagpur had refused to think in terms of 
reorganisation of the Bilingual State, which an 
hon. Member concerned just now quoted. Shri 
Aney, however, rebutted this inference in an 
interview with the Press Trust of India on the 
eve of his departure to Delhi, to attend to Lok 
Sabha. This is what he said: "My election to 
Lok Sabha is likely to be construed as the 
people of Berar not being against the bigger 
Bilingual. But the truth is that by voting me to 
Lok Sabha, the people of Berar have 
unequivocally and definitely demonstrated in 
favour of a separate Vidar-bha State with 
Nagpur as its capital." When the train took 
off—Mr. Aney is here and you might go and 
consult him—the crowd, which had gathered at 
the station, to give him a send off, greeted him 
with shouts of 'Vidarbha with its Capital as 
Nagpur'. Th:s clearly shows what the Nagpur 
election means. 

SHRI AKBAR ALI KHAN (Andhra 
Pradesh): Do you also approve of this that 
there should be a separate Vidarbha? 

SHRI LALJI PENDSE: No, no. I am only 
analysing the Nagpur election, what it exactly 
means and I would tell you that they are, at 
any rate, against the Bilingual and that is my 
point. About the rest we will see. 

Then, Sir, Shri Dahyabhai Patel, who is my 
colleague in the common struggle against the 
hated Bilingual, made certain complaints—
complaints of discriminatory treatment to 
Guje-rat. I am sorry that his fury against the 
Bilingual should have blinded him against 
facts. In fact, it is we, in Maharashtra, who 
have a greater reason to complain in that 
matter, but we have not done it. What are the 
facts? On the 9th of this month, exactly when 
this House assembled, a Member from 
Gujerat, Shri B. N. Patel asked in the Bombay 
State Assembly a question regarding alloca-
tions and actual expenditure in Gujerat and 
Maharashtra over major schemes during 1957-
58. Shri Desai, Minister for Works, stated as 
follows:— 

Gujerat   Maharashtra (Rs.)       (Rs.) 

Allocations 9,91,89,302   3,54,42,40* 
Actual expenditure 7,90,26,562   2,57,34,34* 

These are during the same period-You must 
remember that these are the figures given in 
the Assembly by a  responsible  Minister. 

SHRI S. CHANNA REDDY (Andhra 
Pradesh): Does Maharashtra include 
Marathwada also? 

SHRI LALJI PENDSE: Yes, it does. Out of 
Rs. 10,54,47,372—including allocations for 
tube wells—as much as Rs. 8,45,00,000 odd 
have been expended in Gujerat and the figure 
I gave about Maharashtra is Rs 2,57.00,000 
odd. These allocations speak for  themselves.    
There  is  oiw» 



 

point to which Shri Dahyabhai Patel referred, 
and that is • about Koyna. The allocation for 
the Koyna project was Rs. 6 crores 86 lakhs. 
The actual expenditure came up to about 50 
per cent, that is, Rs. 3 crores '68 lakhs. But it 
must be remembered that the present phase of 
the Koyna project is to generate electricity to 
be supplied to Bombay industry and as such it 
does not benefit Maharashtra and, therefore, 
the allocation could not be said to be in favour 
of Maharashtra. 

During the previous budget 2 P.M.   
session,   a     member     quoted 

relevant figures from several 
Government reports which showed that per 
capita expenditure on Gujerat was about 900 
nP., while that of Maharashtra was about 600 
nP. I must emphasise that Maharashtra needs 
much more effort and attention in that in every 
five years out of seven, its districts are liable 
to scarcity and famine. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI P. N. 
SAPRU) : Your time is up now. 

SHRI LALJI PENDSE: Is it? I will not take 
more than two minutes. There, irrigation is 
only 4 per    cent. 

There is one more point and I will close 
after that as my time is up. It is the border 
dispute between Bombay and Mysore. I do not 
want to go into the merits or details of the 
case, but it is certainly true that the Gov-
ernment, by allowing the question to drift for 
over two years, has landed the situation in a 
very awkward position. As the amalgamated 
Congress organisation of the bilingual 
Bombay State recently settled the question 
about the Dangs, So also, the Government by 
taking a lead in the matter could have done it. 
But as far as I know, the Government has no 
long-range policies or no long-ranee views 
and prefer?, to drift on exigencies and  lands 
the  people  in  trouble. 

Sir, I hope that the views expressed 

here will be conveyed to the President. 

I thank you. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: Mr. Vice-
Chairman, Sir, while speaking on the Address 
given by the President to Members of both the 
Houses, many Members ventilated their 
grievances and put forward their views on 
various matters. But I am surprised as well as 
disappointed that the President has not 
mentioned the problem which is a most 
importart one and as far as I know, none of the 
Members who have participated in the debate 
has referred to this problem. I refer to the 
problem of the untouchables, the Scheduled 
Castes and the Scheduled Tribes, Buddhists 
and other backward classes. One might draw 
the conclusion Or inference by this 
complacency of the House that this problem 
does not exist in India today. I think this is far 
from the truth because untouchability is being 
observed even today in India and that too, 
more vigorously. The Scheduled Caste people 
suffer the same social disabilities; they have to 
face the same discrimination and they are put 
to various troubles not only in the villages, but 
also in the cities. I will not take up the time of 
the House by quoting the numerous instances, 
but I will only quote certain instances from the 
Report of the Commissioner for Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes. The Commis-
sioner, Shri Shrikant, has mentioned that 
untouchability is still observed in many 
villages.   He has stated:— 

"The Tribal Welfare Directorate, Madhya 
Pradesh, has, however, compiled a list of 
villages where untouchability is still 
prevalent in the State. This list consists of 
3,280 villages spread over eight districts in 
the State." 

In Orissa, untouchability is practised in 8,606 
villages spread over eight districts of 
Sambalpur, Keon-jhar, Phulbani, Puri, 
Koraput, Bala-sore,   Mayurbhanj   and   
Balangir.    If 
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[Shri B. D. Khobaragade.] we take this as a 
criterion that in so many thousands of villages 
in the above districts untouchability is observed, 
then we can draw the conclusion that in lakhs 
and lakhs of villages in India untouchability is 
still observed. I will quote one instance which 
took place in some village in Uttar Pradesh. The 
Scheduled Caste persons there were hot allowed 
to take out a bridal procession in palki and 
when they tried to do so, they were obstructed, 
maltreated and harassed and for 21 days nobody 
could give them any assistance to take out the 
bridal procession. This is the situation. I will 
just read out to you. This is a very recent inci-
dent which was reported in the 'Nav Bharat 
Times' of the 13th February, 1959: 

 

 

Even the Government officials got mixed 
up with the Caste Hindus and did not give 
any sort of protection to the Scheduled Caste 
people. This is the situation. I will also quote 
another instance, and that report from the 
'Nirbhaya' paper which is the official organ 
of the Depressed Classes League of which 
Mr. Jagjivan Ram is one of the top-most 
leaders. I will read it out:— 

 
This  is  the incident in the two villages, 
Naglaphool and Soopa. 

 
They were driven out of    their villages 
because they were not  willing to perform the 
begar work,     that is forced  labour.    This     
incident   took place in February, 1958.    It is 
nearly one year since these people have been 
driven  out  of  their  villages,  but  no 
protection has been given to them by the 
Government and tney are not in a position to 
return to their villages. I   Wbjen   a   letter   
was  written   to   the j  Governor  of 
Rajasthan,  a  reply  was !   sent  to  this      
effect—the   letter  was ' written  by  Shri  H. 
Kishore:— 

"Dear Sir, 

With reference to your representation 
dated the 20th Feb. 1958, I am directed to 
say that on enquiry the allegations made in 
the above  cited     representation     have 

They  were  beaten  and  were   threatened 
that they  would  be murdered. 
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been found to be false and baseless. The 
Jatvas of villages Supa and Phul ka Nagla 
(Bharatpur) are reported to have shifted 
themselves to village Deorda (P.S. 
Rupbas) of their own accord." 

This is the reply given when the Scheduled 
Caste persons are compelled to leave their 
villages and run away. The reply given by the 
Governor is that they have shifted on their own 
accord to another village. No protection has 
been given to them till today and they have not 
been able to go back to their villages. When 
these people were cultivating their fields and 
crops were standing in their fields, how was it 
possible for them to leave their standing crops 
and run away from villages of their | own 
accord? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI P. N. 
SAPRU): What is there to indicate that the 
version of the Depressed Classes League 
representatives is correct or that the 
Government's version is wrong? 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: Because it 
has been reported here. This is the official 
paper of the Depressed Classes League of 
which Mr. Jagjivan Ram is the leader. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI P. N. 
SAPRU):      Everything which      is 
reported   .   .    . 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: It has been 
reported by the paper of the party in power. 
That version should be cdrrect. This is not 
the only one instance. There are so many 
other instances in which the Government 
officials who go to enquire into them are 
always siding with the Caste Hindus; they 
dare not go against the Caste Hindus. There-
fore, the Scheduled Castes have to suffer. 

SHRI MAHESH      SARAN   (Bihar): I think 
that is a very wrong  state-   | meat, 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: Which one? 

SHRI MAHESH SARAN: The one that you 
made just now, that Government officers are 
siding with the Caste Hindus. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: Well, here is 
the Report in the Press. It is not my own 
version. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI. P. N. SAPRU) 
: It may not be gospel truth. Even gospel truth 
is not accepted as true. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: What I mean 
to say is that I am giving the quotations from 
the press reports and not giving my own 
versions, and therefore my friend suggesting 
that my version is not correct is wrong. 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA (Madras): The maximum 
concessions and reservations they have and I 
do not think any other Government would have 
given them such concessions as the Congress 
Government is giving them today. 

SHRI B. D, KHOBARAGADE: We have 
been suffering for thousands of years; we have 
been made to suffer not only social disabilities 
but also economic disabilities. 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA: Overnight you want to 
come up. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: We want that 
the Government should give us sufficient 
protection. Are we not citizens of this free 
India? Are we to be humiliated and made to 
suffer just because we are born in the 
Scheduled Caste Communities? 

SHRI MAHESH SARAN: You are looked 
after very well now. 

SHRI     B.     D.     KHOBARAGADE: 
Therefore I was rather disappointed that no 
reference has been made to the problems of the 
Scheduled Castes and   Scheduled  Tribes  by  
the  Presi- 
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Address.    It is necessary that Scheduled 
Castes persons should get educational facilities 
and financial help.    For thousands  of    years    
the Scheduled Caste people were deprived of  
any  opportunity     to     acquire wealth or to 
get any sort of assistance for their upliftment.    
They were not allowed to carry on any 
profession by which they could maintain 
themselves honourably,  and  therefore they     
became poverty-stricken. Now    that our 
country  has  acquired     independence and has 
become a free country,   the Scheduled   Caste   
people   should      be given  sufficient  
opportunities  so  that they can improve their 
economic condition.    We have heard that and    
it has  been declared at Nagpur by the Congress  
Party  that     co-operatives would be organised 
with a view    to increase   the  agricultural   
production. I would like to suggest that the 
Scheduled Caste people are mostly landless 
labourers.    If any co-operation which is 
essential for successful   working of co-
operative societies is sought    from the people 
in the villages, the Scheduled Cr'te persons 
should get their   due representation   in     the     
co-operative societies, even though they don't 
hold any   land. They have not got  any  land 
and for that reason alone they   should not be 
deprived of any benefits that might   accrue out 
of this   co-operative scheme.   They are 
contributing    their invaluable labour to 
agricultural production and therefore, as and    
when any benefit is to be derived from this co-
operative   scheme,   the   Scheduled Castes,  
the     Scheduled     Tribes,  the Buddhists     
and     other        backward classes     chould     
be  given  top-most priority to   share   the 
benefits. Unless and until the problems of the 
Scheduled Caste persons are    solved    satis-
factorily,  this  co-operative scheme,  I think,  
will not be  successful. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI P. N. 
SAPRU) : The hon. Member's time is almost up 
now. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: I ▼ould 
take only five minutes, Sir. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI P. N. 
SAPRU) : I cannot give that much. Your party 
has been given   the time. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: I am the 
only speaker on behalf of the Republican 
Party and I think I have taken about twelve 
minutes only. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI P. N. 
SAPRU) : You have taken fifteen minutes. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: I have taken 
only twelve minutes if I am not wrong, Sir. 
Anyway I may be permitted to proceed, Sir. I 
would just refer to two or three points only. 

Now as far as the health of the Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes is concerned, 
because of the malnutrition which is due to 
their economic backwardness, which is due to 
their pitiable economic condition, they have 
not been able to maintain good health, and 
therefore alt sorts of health facilities should be 
given to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes. The facilities should be given to them 
in the same manner as certain facilities are 
given to the Government servants, the facility 
being that whenever a member of the family of 
any Government servant is sick or ill, all the 
expenditure incurred on treatment is borne by 
the Government. Similarly, if any member of a 
Scheduled Caste family becomes sick or ill, 
then all the expenditure on treatment should be 
borne by the Government. Until and unless 
that scheme is implemented, I think nothing 
can be done to improve the health standard of 
the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe 
people. 

I would refer to the problem of Buddhists 
now. You know, Sir, that being in the Hindu 
society the Scheduled Caste people were 
unable to advance like the rest. Therefore they 
have left this fold and now they have 
embraced Buddhism. 
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SHRI H. P. SAKSENA (Uttar Pradesh): It is 

a wrong and untrue statement to make in this 
House. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: YOU are 
saying, Sir, that I should curtail my speech, 
but all these Members have curtailed my time. 

SHRI H. P. SAKSENA: Please do not 
mistake my remarks as coming from one 
belonging to the Caste Hindu society.   I am 
one of those   ... 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: My two 
minutes are wasted, Sir. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: As in the 
football game lost time is given, he may be 
given some more time. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: So these 
Scheduled Caste people realizing that they 
cannot hope for social advancement in this 
society, for their spiritual betterment they have 
embraced Buddhism, and now. just because of 
that, all the facilities that were being given to 
the Scheduled Caste people have been 
withdrawn from such people. Is this a correct 
policy? The Buddhist people are still 
economically, educationally and in all other 
respects backward, and therefore, if we want 
to build up a socialist society, then all the 
backward communities should be given every 
opportunity to come up to the level of the rest 
of Indian citizens at least. 

DR. NIHAR RANJAN RAY: Is it not a fact, 
Sir, that Buddhism does not recognise Caste 
in the ordinary sense and as such is it not 
contrary for him to speak of Caste and Bud-
dhism in the same breath? 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: I am not 
speaking about any Caste in Buddhism. I am 
only saying that the Buddhist people should 
get all the facilities as they are educationally, 
economically and socially backward. If you 
want to build up a society on socialist pattern, 
then you cannot neglect these people, about 
two crores of them, and compel them to lead a 
life of misery, poverty, slavery and serfdom. 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA: You were 
championing the cause of the Depressed 
Classes; now you are championing the cause 
of Buddhists. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: Am I not in 
a position to champion the cause of the 
downtrodden masses in India? Be they 
Buddhists or Scheduled Castes or Scheduled 
Tribes they all are the backward communities 
in India. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: You can even 
champion the cause of sanity. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: I am 
advocating the cause of all backward 
communities in India in general.. I need not 
confine myself to Scheduled Castes, 
Scheduled Tribes or Buddhists, etc. 

(Interruption.) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI P. N. 
SAPRU):   Order, order. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: I am only 
referring to the problem of the various 
backward communities including Scheduled 
Castes, Scheduled Tribes, Buddhists, etc.—all 
the backward classes—and I am referring to 
them one by one. 

Now, Sir, having said so much in general I' 
would now refer to the problem of the 
Scheduled Tribes. According to the scheme 
for the Scheduled Tribe people persons who 
are residing in a particular area, called a 
scheduled area, get the facilities which are 
reserved for the Scheduled Tribe people. This 
is a wrong policy. A person belongs to a 
Scheduled Tribe which has been entered in the 
Government list irrespective of the fact 
whether he lives in a scheduled area or not. If 
that particular person does not live in the 
scheduled area, it should not matter. He may 
live in a town or a. village, but if he belongs to 
a Scheduled Tribe community, he must get all 
the facilities which are given to other 
Scheduled Tribe people. 

Lastly I shall just refer to the problem of the 
bilingual Bombay State. The solution to it lies 
in splitting the 
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[Shri B. D. Khobaragade.] bilingual 
Bombay State and forming separate States on a 
linguistic basis, .as it is the popular demand 
expressed in various elections. My friends 
have suggested it and my friend Mr. Pendse 

• who preceded me also referred to this problem. 
He said that reference was made by the 
President by writing a letter to the hon. the 
Prime Minister regarding breaking up of the 
bilingual Bombay State and the Prime 
Minister accepted at a press conference that it 
was so. We hoped that reference would be 
made in the President's Address this time, that 
the demand of the people in Maharashtra and 
Gujerat would be conceded and that  the     
bilingual     Bombay     State 

' would be disorganised and separate States on a 
linguistic basis would be brought into being. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN  (SHRI P. N. SAPRU) :   
Now you must bring    your   | remarks to a 
close. 

I 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: Just two 
minutes, Sir. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI P. N. 
SAPRU) :  I cannot give any more time. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE; I will finish 
this point only and I will bring my speech to a 
close. 

We expected that the bigger bilingual 
Bombay State would be disorganised and it 
would be reorganised on a linguistic basis. My 
friend Mr." Tumpalliwar and the other day, my 
friend Mr. Deokinandan Narayan, referred to 
the election results at Nagpur and they said that 
the victory in that Nagpur by-election was a 
victory in favour of the present bilingual 
Bombay State. It is not in favour of the 
bilingual State of Bombay. If at all it is a 
victory in favour. of any principle, it is a 
victory in favour of casteism; nothing else. Be-
cause all the Congress people exploited the 
situation. They said that the opposition  
candfdate  was   a  Buddhist 

and was formerly a Scheduled Caste person 
and that therefore nobody should vote for him 
and that Mr. Aney, being a Brahmin, they 
should vote for him. Thus communal feelings 
were. aroused and exploited and that is why 
Mr. Aney could secure victory on that 
account. Apart from that, all those people, 
even the Congress leaders including Mr. 
Kunnam-war and Mr. Rajabhau Dangre, who. 
is a Member of this august House all of them 
were advocating the cause of Vidarbha and not 
the bilingual Bombay State. They wanted a 
separate Vidarbha State. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN  (SHRI P. N. 
SAPRU) : That will do. 

• SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: Few minutes 
more, Sir. You will please give me   .    .    . 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN  (SHRI P. N. 
SAPRU) : No, I cannot give any more. 

SHRI B. D. KHOBARAGADE: I will finish 
my sentence, Sir. So even Mr. Rajabhau 
Dangre and other people were advocating the 
cause of a separate Vidarbha, and our friend, 
Mr. Tumpalliwar who just spoke had to issue a 
statement on the eve of the election that all 
those people including Mr. Kunnamwar were 
wqrking against the policy of the Government 
and against the policy of the Congress by 
advocating the cause of a separate Vidarbha. 
He issued a statement saying that the policy 
pursued by the-Congress leaders at Nagpur 
was not a proper one and not in consonance 
with the policy of the Congress and the 
Government. Therefore nobody can claim that 
the election victory at Nagpur was in favour of 
the bilingual Bombay State. It was a verdict 
against the bilingual State. So the bilingual 
Bombay State should be disorganised and split 
up into separate unilinguistic States. 

SHRI J. C. CHATTERJI (Uttar Pradesh): 
Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir there has been a 
discussion over the question of food, the 
biggest question 
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that is before the country today, but I won't 
speak on that though I wanted to. I would like 
to speak only on one matter, i.e., abotft the 
rehabilitation of displaced persons from East 
Pakistan, to which the President has devoted 
one paragraph.    He says: 

"Considerable progress has been 
achieved in the rehabilitation of displaced 
persons from Pakistan. So far as the 
displaced persons from West Pakistan are 
concerned, it is hoped that the last stage of 
rehabilitation, that is-, payment of com-
pensation, will be completed during this 
year. In regard to displaced persons from 
East Pakistan, about sixty thousand have 
moved from camps to ' rehabilitation sites 
during the past year. It has been decided to 
close the camps in West Bengal before the 
end of July this year. It is expected that the 
remaining thirty-five thousand displaced 
families will have moved by that time from 
the camps either for work and rehabilitation 
in Danda-karanya, or to rehabilitation sites 
in other States." 

Sir, recently on the 22nd January, 1959, 
there was a news item in the Hindustan Times- 
with which the hon.-Union Minister and the 
Governor of Punjab were associated, stating 
that some farmers from Punjab would be sent 
to Dandakaranya. That is why I put a question 
but did not get the opportunity of discussing it 
with the Minister. On the 11th February I 
received a reply saying that at present there is 
no proposal like that. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: This is a 
propaganda stunt. 

SHRI J. C. CHATTERJI: At present there 
may not be anything but when the news has 
come from so high a quarter it cannot be 
altogether disregarded. 

AN HON. MEMBER: What is the harm? 

SHRI J. C. CHATTERJI: I am not speaking 
of the harm.    I say there is 

no harm. A vast amount of money is being 
spent on rehabilitation of East Bengal refugees 
in the Danda-Karanya area. For the last two 
years there had been good propaganda over 
that. I am grateful to the hon. Union Minister 
for the steps that he has taken towards this 
end. He has influenced the Government of 
Bengal. He has seen the members of the 
opposition in the Bengal legislature and has 
done everything possible. That is why I am 
very hopeful about the rehabilitation of East 
Bengal refugees, now remaining in Bengal 
camps, in Dandakaranya. 

I speak of this from personal experience as 
well. Some three years ago during the worst 
period of the year, during the heavy rains, I 
had been to Nainital Terai to see the condition 
of refugees—both displaced persons from 
eastern Pakistan as well as political sufferers 
from U.P. who had settled there. There I found 
a disturbing circumstance of which I got the 
report at Lucknow. I submitted a report to the 
U.P. Government. After my submission of the 
report there were some disturbances which I 
had apprehended in my report. After the dis-
turbances the officials recognised the truth in 
my report and sent me a letter of thanks for 
that. What was the matter? Some officials 
were making money out of the misfortunes of 
these people. Naturally, they succeeded in 
winning some of . these displaced persons to 
their side as agents. I went there to see things 
myself. I waded through water and marsh and 
traversed the whole area bare-footed for three 
days. On the second day, when I returned at 10 
o'clock in the night I saw an Inspector and a 
Supervisor sent by the newly transferred 
Officer waiting for me. The officer was -such a 
good person that though I went there without 
any information he sent these fellows to see 
me. We talked for three hours till 1 o'clock. 
Throughout the area I saw overgrown Kans. 
And what was the condition of some of the 
East Bengal displaced persons? They were 
working with the Punjabi farmers as day 
labourers.   Why?   Because of the 
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[Shri J. C. Chatterji.] officials and because 

of the clique that they had formed there. These 
people were not getting any monetary facility. 
The money received towards co-operatives 
was being squandered away. That is why they 
were comr pelled to work as day labourers. For 
that I do not accuse the Punjabi displaced 
persons. They had not been at fault but these 
were the circumstances created there. That 
was in my first visit. Later on when I visited 
that area during the last general elections I saw 
the things altogether changed. All the fields 
were qu te all right and full of corn plants. 
Why? The credit for that goes to the particular 
officer who had earned a good name as a 
Planning Officer of one of the biggest districts 
of U.P. and for which reason he was posted to 
that area. He demons, trated that honest work 
and efficiency can do. I know that an agent of 
a particular official, when I was roaming about 
bare-footed, was propagating to the people 
that though I posed myself to be a Member of 
Parliament I am nothing of the kind; I was a 
bogus man and that a . Member of Parliament 
won't come in this way. 

. SHRI SHEEL BHADRA YAJEE: Especially 
a Member of the Rajya Sabha. 

SHRI J. C. CHATTERJI: Now, the 
problem before the Government as 
well as the East Bengal refugees, who 
were in Bengal camps, is that they 
are to be removed for rehabilitation. 
I want that all the thirty-five thou 
sand families that are still to be 
removed should be removed not to 
different sites but to Danda- 
karanya area alone. Twenty- 
six thousand of these families 
are cultivators. Some 9,000 of them 
are non-cultivators. There should be 
opportunities for work for these non- 
cultivators. We have heard so much 
about mines and mineral resources in 
the    Dandakaranya      area. These 
resources have got to be exploited and an 
opportunity given to non-agriculturist refugees 
to work and earn their livelihood.   The 
Government will also 

be benefited, as far as the exploitation of these 
mineral resources goes. These people must 
also be encouraged in the sphere of commerce 
and industry. Sir, I have come to know 
through various articles written in the papers 
and also through those persons who had been 
there that some business has already been 
started by certain persons, not by those East 
Bengal refugees or persons from that area. 
That is why I suggest that these refugees 
should be encouraged in the matter of 
commerce and industry, and all possible 
opportunities should be offered to them for 
their rehabilitation there. 

Sir, we know that the maintenance of camps 
in West Bengal was a curse not only for the 
inmates but for the whole of West Bengal. 
That was a big problem. Some years ago, Sir, 
when Shri Jain was the Minister of 
Rehabilitation, when he left Calcutta, he made 
a serious allegation against the West Bengal 
administration regard, ing the money that was 
being granted but was not being used properly. 
Then, Sir, it was said that since there was no 
land in West Bengal, these persons must be 
sent outside. Then suddenly there was one 
statement made by the Minister that there was 
enough land in one District—a vast tract of 
land— for these persons. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI P. N. 
SAPRU): You have two minutes left. 

SHRI J. C. CHATTERJI: All right, Sir. 

Sir, they were the worst sufferers, because 
they came propertyless and they came 
pennyless and they suffered much in the matter 
of receiving doles in these camps. Therefore, 
Sir, opportunities should be given to them to 
derive sOupe benefit out of the Government's 
schemes. There are some political difficulties as 
well. But much has been done to remove those 
difficulties. Now, Sir, the Government's attitude 
should be not to give too ' much attention to 
other sites, but to try to get them removed to 
Darida-karanya in as big a number as possi- 
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ble and also as early as possible. (Time Bell 
rings.) Well, Sir, my only contention is that 
they should not be sent to any other sites but 
to Danda-karanya, and the earlier that is done, 
the better for them, for us and for the country 
as a whole. 

SHRI AKBAR ALI KHAN: Mr. Vice-
Chairman,' I stand here to give my humble 
support to the Motion of Thanks that has been 
moved in this House. When I say T give my 
support', Sir, I have got very sound and valid 
reasons to justify that our thanks to the 
President for this Address are well-founded. 

The first thing that I would like to put before 
this House is that after giving a record of what 
his Government has done during the last so 
many years by adopting these Five-Year Plans, 
he has appealed to all the people in this 
country, to all the political parties, to all the 
communities and castes—360 million people 
—that they should put their heads together and 
they should put their shoulders together in this 
national endeavour for the success of these 
Plans. I am glad, Sir, that in his Address he has 
laid all the emphasis 'on the economic policies 
of the Government for the development of the 
country from the economic .point of view. 
Having that in mind, Sir, I feel that when there 
is such a mission before us and when there is 
that inspiring message for us, we must all fight 
for the go'od of the millions of our people, 
especially when we see around us conditions 
of poverty, illiteracy, bad health and 
unemployment. I feel that thrill and joy to fight 
these evils and to improve the conditions of 
our masses. It is my earnest appeal, Sir, to all 
the Members of Parliament that we should 
carry this message to every nook and corner of 
this country 'so that these Plans may be truly 
conceived and understood by all our people, 
irrespective of the parties to which they 
belong. We have all to contribute to this 
national endeavour which alone can help the 
establishment of a truly democratic  Govern- 

i ] this country with some meaning to 
the great masses. 

Sir, the second reason why I feel that the 
President deserves our thanks and why his 
Government deserves our congratulations is 
that many cases have come before us to the 
effect that on account of financial control or 
on account of red-tapism several scheme^ 
could not be implemented and the money 
earmarked for them had to lapse. He has 
stated in his Address, Sir, that his Government 
has devised certain measures which would 
change the present financing or budgeting 
system and would create some further 
facilities for the implementation of its 
planning programmes. I congratulate him for 
that and I would very much like the hon. Fin-
ance Minister to enlighten us in some greater 
detail as to what those measures exactly are, 
and I would also ask the Home Minister, 
through you, Sir, to communicate these 
instructions and directions to the States also, 
so that they also can follow the same and we 
may thus be able to go ahead with our Plans 
with zeal and rapidity. 

Now, Sir, the third thing for which I think 
everyone of us will express thanks is the Code 
of Discipline that has been agreed to by the 
employers and workers. We also find certain 
tripartite councils and committees in which the 
Government, the management and also the 
workers take part. Sir, in these days when we 
have to move with great rapidity towards 
industrialisation, the fact that there is at least 
an attempt to bring together labour and 
management is a great step forward. And may 
I, at this juncture, appeal to our Opposition 
parties, and particularly to our Communist 
friends, that this is the occasion when they 
have to see and help the Government, not only 
for the sake of helping the Government, but 
also for the sake of improving the conditions of 
our masses, that are prevailing in our country 
today? There may be    differences.     I   don't 
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[Shri Akbar Ali Khan.] say that there have 
been no mistakes or no lapses. What I feel is 
that in this great endeavour. with all the 
differences, we are united because unless and 
until we go in harmony, the labour, the 
management and the Government, and 
everybody working, our desire to achieve the 
economic independence and the rooting out of 
the poverty and illiteracy of the country will 
not be achieved and I have no doubt that we 
will have the fullest co-operation from all the 
parties concerned. 

I think there is reason to congratulate the 
Government on the policy of peaceful use of 
the atomic energy, which has been 
implemented—atomic energy brought into use 
for constructive purposes. I do not have the 
time to go into details but I offer my 
congratulations and express my appreciation 
of the work that our National Laboratories 
have done. 

Of course on the food front there are 
difficulties and I think there have been 
mistakes but one thing I would tell is: let us 
all put our heads together and see to two 
things in particular so far as agriculture is 
concerned. One thing is that the cultivator 
should be guaranteed a reasonable price so 
that he may use all the necessary implements 
and methods— improved seeds etc.—and go 
ahead with them. The other thing is the 
consumer should also have a reasonable and 
stable price so that the basis of our economy is 
strengthened and we go ahead with 
industrialisation. This is not the occasion but I 
would refer to the criticism of the Nagpur 
Resolution about co-operative farming or the 
ceilings. I would only request those critics 
headed by my hon. friend Prof. Ranga to 
answer two specific questions. Of course he 
may say that he does not want to have Rs. 
3,600, to be the ceiling. I would like him to 
»ay what is the ceiling that he wants. Let us 
not talk in' general terms and let us be 
specific. Whether he does not  want  any  
ceiling  at  all,  that  is 

• what I want  to     know.    Let  us  be clear 
about it. 

The other thing is co-operative farming. Of 
course there are difficulties but I would like to 
know, in order to improve the condition of the 
poor cultivators, what is the alternative? If 
there is any other alternative, answer, we will 
consider it. As far as I can see and as far as I 
have studied the subject in my own humble 
way, I feel that in the circumstances, that is 
the only solution that we can have. 

So far as industrialisation is concerned, I 
can • only say that it is a matter of credit that 
during the 10 years, with all the big problems 
that we had after the partition like that of 
refugees, etc., I feel that anybody and any 
Government can take pride on the 
achievements in the industrial field. So I 
would not go into further details. But what I 
feel is so far as education and health are 
concerned, I am sorry to say, adequate 
attention has not been given. I want the Gov-
ernment to give more attention to-these in the 
Third Plan and in the coming schemes. On 
several occasions I have brought to the notice 
of this House that so far as education is 
concerned, there has been very serious neglect 
in the sens^ that the courses and text-books 
that are given, even today to our children in 
the primary and secondary schools have got a 
tinge of either communalism or casteism or 
regionalism. 

SHRI AMOLAKH CHAND (Uttar 
Pradesh): But that is within the jurisdiction of 
the State Governments. 

SHRI AKBAR ALI KHAN: Yes, this has 
been the answer every time of the Education 
Minister but I do not accept this answer. You 
will be glad to know that the Government of 
India have established recently a bureau for 
text-books and if the Central Government 
takes this matter seriously, they can give a 
pattern to the States and the States will be 
bound to follow it. They can haw it in  their  
own  languages   .   .    . 
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SHRI AKBAR ALI KHAN: I am not 

generalising about this but whatever I have 
heard and what I have seen is a matter which 
deserves consideration and particularly in view 
of these reglonalisms, it is necessary that we 
should, with greater force, develop nationalism 
and that should start from the beginning. So I 
request through you that greater attention 
should be given to see that our curricula, our 
text-books, our tone of education etc. are 
national cent per cent. The second thing that I 
want to bring out in the same connection is 
this. No doubt there is liberalism, there is no 
doubt that there is greater education and 
knowledge but I feel and I am sure most of 
you feel that the. moral and ethical standards 
are going down and I feel that whether it be 
the case of Mathai or the case of a non-official, 
there is something missing which deserves 
very serious attention. I am glad that Dr. 
Shrimali is here. I feel that we have to think 
out the solution because in the old days 
religion had a great influence and because of 
that we see people like Master Saksena and 
others with moral standard and the feeling that 
they should sacrifice something for some other 
person. That feeling, that character, is some-
how or other not being built up by the present 
system of education. It will be a bad day when 
we develop our industry, when we are 
economically strong but as human beings or as 
Indians if we are poor and miserable 
specimens. That would be a bad day for India. 
We stand for modern development certainly 
but at the same time we want the best in our 
culture, the best in our tradition, the best in our 
scriptures, the best in our past history to be 
preserved and kept up and a serious 
consideration of this is necessary as to how to 
bring that about. I don't stand for fanaticism in 
any shape or form.      In 

fact I was bold enough to criticise my 
Communist friends as fanatics so far as 
certain doctrines or dogmas are concerned but 
what I feel is, let us all try to bring about 
certain codes, certain laws in the society from 
the very beginning so that our young men 
have moral values and solid character. It is not 
only in the school but it is in the home, 
society and everywhere that we have to create 
an environment conducive to these objects. 
All these things will have to contribute to 
create a real, decent human being. In this 
matter I think the Government should give 
greater attention  and serious thought. 

So far as health is concerned, jthe recent 
report of the Estimates Committee for 1958-59 
gives the details of how poor and miserable has 
been the allocation to the Health Ministry' in 
the Second Five Year Plan. These are basic 
needs. We want healthy people. Two years 
back I had been to China. Recently I had been 
to the United States. There, when we saw 
children and people, we felt happy and you go 
and see your children in the schools and the 
people in the streets. They are very miserable 
specimen. So I would like the Government to 
give greater attention to these subjects and give 
greater allotment so that the directives of the 
Constitution, so far as compulsory elementary 
education is concerned and the objective of 
making our citizens good nationals is 
concerned may be achieved. 

Lastly, so far as our external policy is 
concerned, I need not say anything. Because 
on the whole it is an accepted fact that the 
policy adopted by the present Government in 
external matters in the circumstances, is the 
best and I can see the respect that India 
commands in the United Nations, from all 
countries and of the Middle East in particular. 
I can tell you that one feels proud when we see 
that the other countries consult us, respect us. 
and whenever the name of Mahatma Gandhi 
or Mr. Nehru comes in, they really say that 
'these are not your leaders but they are our 
leaders 
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champion the cause of the world peace and 
under-developed countries. So let us feel that 
pride and to justify that pride, let us work 
shoulder to shoulder so that the main aim of 
the progress of the country is achieved and 
achieved with credit. Thank you. I support the 
motion. 

DR. SHRIMATI SEETA PARMA-NAND 
(Madhya Pradesh): Mr. Vice-Chairman, I 
support this motion for a vote of thanks on the 
President's Address. While I realise that in the 
the short time at his disposal—though the 
Address this time has extended to more than 
half an hour—the President has given a rapid 
survey of our achievements and some of the 
problems facing us, yet I cannot help drawing 
the attention of this House to one lacuna and 
that is a big lacuna, namely, that there is very 
scanty reference to the subject of education in 
the Address. There is a small reference to the 
Banaras University and its problems. But I 
submit, Sir, that the problem of education is 
becoming every year more and more compli-
cated and not getting easier as a result of steps 
taken for their solution. Naturally, with the 
growth of industrialisation and the awakening 
in the country, the problem of education is 
bound to be more complicated. But the 
complications at present are not of a nature 
which should give us some satisfaction that 
we would be reaching a solution, but perhaps 
they tend  towards  greater  difficulties. 

Sir, here I refer to the question of medium 
of instruction and I also refer to the question 
of growing . indiscipline. It is rather 
unfortunate that the subject of education being 
a State subject, the Centre often feels handi-
capped—though called upon to pay money in 
large sums—to direct its policy. At the various 
Education Ministers' conferences it may be 
said that the Centre has the opportunity to g;ve 
directions. But when the directions cannot be 
carried out effectively and the Centre cannot 
have the power to see that they are carried out, 

then perhaps it is much better they are not 
given. I feel that in the interest of the country 
and in the interest of the sound unity of the 
country, it would really be better if without 
actually changing the Constitution and if need 
be, by changing the Constitution as a short-
time measure, the Centre is empowered to 
assume over-all control of the nature and the 
content of our present education. From the 
appointment of the University Education 
Commission and the Secondary Education 
Commission we have seen that we are aware 
of the real need for making a quick change in 
our present educational programme. But the 
difficulties in making these changes in spite of 
the fact that the ways have been pointed out, 
are such that one feels that it would be almost 
impossible to follow even one-tenth of the 
suggestions given in the reports of these 
commissions. And perhaps by the time that 
one-tenth is given effect to, it would be time, 
in the context of the changing conditions and 
growth of the country, to appoint other 
commissions. Then what is the remedy? 

I am glad the hon. Member who spoke 
before me, Shri Akbar Ali Khan, drew attention 
to one of the important features of the 
education, namely, the lack of moral and ethi-
cal contents of our present education. It is with 
regard to these that I would like to deal here 
today> for the simple reason that during the 
debate on the Budget or by any other way 
either by bringing in a Bill or a resolution it is 
impossible for Parliament to bestow its 
attention on this important problem and on 
other problems, because education is consider-
ed a State subject. Recently, Sir, at. the annual 
conference of the Central Advisory Board of 
Education, sub-committees of the Board, 
namely, the Secondary Education Committee 
and the Primary Education Committee agreed 
that not only moral and ethical, but religious 
education should be part of the courses at the 
primary and       secondary     education     
stages. 
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Though we are a secular State and the word 
"religion", may be almost considered taboo, to 
be introduced in connection with curriculum of 
education, these two committees, in using that 
convenient word which implies much more 
than what moral and ethical education would 
imply, gave a decisive opinion that it should be 
so. But then, the Central Board should have 
then and there accepted that suggestion even 
though the Committee on Higher Education 
was not in a position to devote any time at the 
stage at which this subject was brought before 
it to give its opinion in the form of a 
recommendation. After all, religious education 
need not be a part of collegiate education. 
Once the primary and secondary stages have 
provided for this type of education, I think the 
foundation could be considered to have been 
well and truly laid. We are all aware of the way 
in which even the President is himself 
concerned about the present lack of discipline 
amongst our student population and he has, in 
various speeches that he has delivered, made 
reference to it, though he 'may not have said it 
in this Address. The Prime Minister also has in 
various speeches shown great concern about 
the need for something to be done. But I don't 
know who is to bell the cat. Because the word 
"religion" is not mentioned in our Constitution 
and we are a secular State, is that the reason 
why the States feel worried about providing the 
content of religious education? The word 
"reigious" in the twentieth century should not 
be taken in any narrow sense. Or should the 
Central Government also which is in a position 
to have an over-all picture of the States, 
hesitate to interfere because education is not a 
Central subject and it is a State subject, at least 
in the lower stages? I feel Sir, that the sub-
committee which the hon. Minister was 
pleased to take upon himself to appoint at the 
Central Advisory Board of Education 
Conference would not have been necessary. 
But I suppose this Committee could sit and 
within a month or two, give a direction by, say, 
April, so that the     new 

curriculum programme in July is able to take 
note of these things and arrange the education 
programme accordingly. Sir, once the 
direction is there then education, moral and 
ethical, need not be part of the curriculum. It 
can be part of the extra cur-ricular activities in 
a suitable manner. 

Sir, it may be said by the Education 
Minister that even at present there are 
arrangements made to bring about a sense of 
discipline among the students in the country, 
through the various national programmes like 
the National Discipline Scheme or the various 
camps that are arranged for students, and that 
this aspect of education can be provided for in 
this manner. But if he were to himself make a 
direct enquiry—not officially because then he 
would get some report on paper which would 
not be in conformity with facts—he would 
find to his sorrow that the excursions and 
costly expeditions which are conducted at the 
expense of the Centre with their crowded 
programmes, leave to time to the students or 
the teachers to lay any stress on these values 
of discipline. 

3 P.M. 

They provide them with plenty of 
entertainment and they get Bharat darshan and 
that way, the excursion or the programme 
becomes more a feature of entertainment than 
of education of discipline which it should be. 
There is no doubt that unless you begin at the 
lower level, that is the primary stage, these, 
things cannot be inculcated in an individual. 
We also know that today the teacher in the 
primary schools is not well equipped to carry 
out such things. He is not interested and he is 
in a disheartened state because he gets only a 
very small sum as salary and though the 
Secondary Education Committee, of which the 
hon. Minister was a member, has made a 
valuable suggestion that the people should 
take steps to raise the status of the teachers, 
very little is being done. Secondly, Sir, the 
parents are also not able to play their 
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the reason of their economic condition, 
namely, they cannot afford facilities like 
servants, etc. Moreover-, human nature being 
what it is, they are lazy and feel that the school 
will look after the children. I feel, Sir, that 
there is not much time to waste. We have 
wasted ten precious years and things have 
gone on from bad to worse. The Education 
Ministry cannot elose its eyes as it is very well 
aware of the effects of visual education and 
has started using visual aids for education, 
whereas—I am talking about the whole of 
India—it has not been able to provide 
elementary education to more than 50 per 
cent, of the students. That being so, it cannot 
close its eyes to the effect of films in the 
country on the younger generation. The 
Education Ministry also cannot say that this is 
the function of the Ministry of Information 
and Broadcasting. There has to be proper co-
ordination. I am glad that the Deputy Home 
Minister is here. As a mother and as a woman 
incharge of the Ministry, she is more 
conscious of it than anybody else, I mean 
about the need for co-ordination in regard to 
the programmes for the betterment of children 
and the growing generation. She of all people 
would like co-ordination to exist between the 
Ministries of Education and Information and 
Broadcasting. I would suggest that either the 
Education Ministry should have within it the 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting or 
that the Education Ministry should form part 
of Information and Broadcasting. I think it 
should be the other way about because the 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting is a 
separate entity only in the Centre and the 
iscope of this Ministry is also rather vague. 
Visual education or education through films 
not only to the children but also to the adults 
and others is part of the entire educational 
programme of the country. Education of the 
parent is more important on which stress has 
been laid by many people. Even our Prime 
Minister said recently that the parents should 
be educated first.    It can    also be said, 

"Educate the child in order to influence the 
parents". 

Another thing that I would like to draw 
attention to, within the limited time at my 
disposal, is this. This point was discussed at 
the Higher Education Committee of the 
Central* Advisory Board of Education and the 
University Grants Commission has also been 
drawing the attention of the Ministry and of the 
people in the qountry to this problem. This 
relates to the question of relation of education 
to the employment potential. 1 had said about 
six years ago that our education was lop-sided. 
Someone higher up, in a very much high posi-
tion, questioned that statement but people have 
come now to that view. The fact is that we fird 
noc many graduates in proportion to the popu-
lation 'of our country but the number of arts 
graduates is more than what we need and as 
such people with M.A. and B.Ed, degrees—I 
was told this by no less a person than the 
Education Minister of Madhya Pradesh—are 
taking up jobs on Rs. 45 in the secondary or 
even primary schools in Madhya Pradesh. 
There is something very wrong here and the 
time has come when we should take only peo-
ple with very high percentages of marks for 
our degrees and divert others to what you 
would call rural institutes whose diplomas 
Government have agreed to accept as being 
equivalent to university degrees. Similarly, we 
have to see about the development of technical 
institutions and also the development of our 
multipurpose institutes because only through 
them will we be able to get better trained lower 
grade technical people of whom there is a real 
shortage in our country, technicians and 
overseers and not people of high qualification 
as engineers, etc, I hope the Minister of 
Education, without fighting shy on account of 
education not being the entire responsibility of 
the Centre but of the State's, will proceed about 
the implementation of the Resolution the 
responsibility for which he has undertaken. I 
hope he also will not worry much about the 
communal misunderstanding that may be 
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ereated by this because no less a person than 
Mr. Akbar Ali Khan who preceded me just 
now is most anxious that something of this 
type should be done. I say this because 
religious education means nothing more than 
moral and ethical education and moral and 
ethical education includes training in and 
teaching of the principles of all religions. That 
is very essential, apart from any other thing, in 
the Interests of the country. 

[MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair.] 

There is another problem. We shall have an 
opportunity of discussing it when the Keport 
of the Official Language Commission comes 
up before us. My point is about the medium of 
instruction particularly in high schools and in 
colleges in relation to the employment of our 
people from different States at the Centre. 
Unless mat is done, it would be a very bad 
augury for the unity of the country. 

Thank you, Sir. 
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MR DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is time. 

SHRI S. CHANNA REDDY: That is all.    
Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI D. A MIRZA: Mr. Deputy Chairman, 
the only place where we have freedom of 
expression, freedom of speech, freedom of 
criticism, is Parliament. Some time back, in 
the South African Parliament, the Prime 
Minister of South Africa brought in a Bill to 
restrict .   .   . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We are not 
concerned with that. Please restrict you 
speech to the President's Address. 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA: . . to put restriction on 
the speeches of Members. But a seniormost 
Member got up and said that the Bill did no 
good, as he considered Parliament a talking 
shop. No doubt, especially when the 
President's Address is discussed, there is a lot 
of applause, a lot of criticism also; but 
criticism must be constructive, not destructive. 
In the United Kingdom and other places the 
Opposition plays a very prominent part in 
shaping the policy of the Government. They 
co-operate with the Government because .   .   
. 

SHRI SHEEL BHADRA YAJEE: But they 
get salary also there. 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA: I am not concerned 
with their salary. They think the Leader of the 
Opposition is the future Prime Minister of that 
State. But here what I find is that the Mem-
bers of the Opposition know nothing but 
destructive criticism. What they say is this: 
The foreign policy of our Government is a 
failure; internal policy a failure; food policy a 
failure; in short everything is a failure and 
nothing but a failure. I do not blame them for 
it, Mr   Deputy Chairman. 

ftmi BHUPESH GUPTA: Make eae 
exception. We never say the back benchers of 
ttot Congress Party IN a failure. 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA: I do not blame them, 
because a sense of frustration has come over 
them, because of their ambitions, all their 
policies have proved a failure. So, they view 
things from that point of view .    .    . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please say 
something on the President's Address. 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA: I am coming to that. I 
ask the Members of the Opposition to search 
their hearts and answer me this question. What 
wrong do you find in our Government? Do 
you know the achievements of the Congress 
Government in the past 12 years, 
achievements of our Congress Government of 
which any civilized nation would be proud? 
Let them not talk like a frog in the well. Let 
them go but of our country and see in what 
esteem and admiration our country and our 
countrymen are held. The other day my sister 
returned from the United States. She was 
staying in a hostel, where Pakistani girl 
students were also staying. And she tells me, 
to my great surprise, that the Pakistani girl 
students were not cared by the Americans, 
they were not even looked at. Because this girl 
happens to be an Indian, because she comes 
from a place which produced Mahatma 
Gandhi, a place in which Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru is the Prime Minister, she was honour-
ed wherever she went. So, an Opposition 
Member was talking about the foreign policy 
and he said with no reservation that the 
foreign policy of our Government is a failure. 

SHRI V. PRASAD RAO: Who said it? 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA: Mr. Bose. I want to ask 
that Member of the Opposition, "In what way 
does he consider the foreign policy a failure?" 
Let him go out, today; the world looks to 
India, whenever there is a crisis, to solve the 
problem. Whenever there is a crisis in the 
world, the world looks to India. 

AN HON. MEMBER: And India looks to the 
world. 
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SHRI D. A. MIRZA: And today foreign aid is 
flowing into India. Members of the Eastern 
block and members of the Western block, in 
spite of our neutral policy, in spite of our 
neutrality, have come forward to finance India 
to put through the Second Five Year Plan. Why 
is it so, I ask the Members of the opposition? It 
is because—let me clear their ignorance, let me 
tell them—it is because of this stable 
Government that we are having, because of the 
stable currency that we are having, and because 
of the record of the 12 years that we have 
behind us, which any civilized nation will be 
proud of Let them know what happened after 
the dawn of freedom. After the dawn of 
freedom, the credit should go to the Nehru 
Government for the stability of our 
Government. 

Now, Sir, another Member of the Opposition 
was talking about the Kashmir policy. I admit 
that the agreements that were entered into by 
our Prime Minister and the Prime Minister of 
Pakistan were violated even before the ink with 
which they were written was dry. I know the 
hostile propaganda that is carried on by 
Pakistan. I know the hostile activities 'of 
Pakistan. But I want to say this. He was saying: 
You are doing this, you are doing that. I want to 
know, suppose you put him in that position, as 
to what he would do. Suppose you put him in 
charge of Kashmir affairs, what is he going to 
do? But I can assure you that once our self-
respect is touched, once we find that our 
territories are violated, we will not cry, 'jehad', 
cry 'jehad' in the wilderness. We will act, just as 
I said in the previous speech, as in the message 
the Lord in the form of Shri Krishna gave to the 
world, to Arjuna, to act. In that capacity we will 
act, we will fight to the last. 

There was the other Member who was 
talking of the bilingual State. 

SHRI V. PRASAD RAO: He is not here. 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA: Does not matter.    It was 
his duty to be present 

here. Let me tell you, Mr. Deputy 
Chairman, that this Maha Gujerat 
State      is a   political
 stunt 
It is a stunt to mislead the masses, to exploit 
the masses. And let me tell that hon. Member 
that because of that political stunt of Maha 
Gujerat, he was able to find a place in the 
House. And now, Sir, it is surprising that a 
son of one of the greatest administrators of 
India—I mean Sardar Patel—has come 
forward to condemn the Bombay Government 
for having opened fire on any unruly ' mob. I 
ask you, very respectfully, how did his father, 
Sardar Patel, act when he dealt with law-
breakers? I want to know how his father 
brought about the integration of the States, 
how he abolished the princely order and I 
want to know how he solved the  Hyderabad  
problem. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: I wish he had 
abolished the princely order a little better. 
SHRI D. A. MIRZA: And secondly, to me 

personally, Sardar Patel had said—when I was 
the President of the Anti-Razakar Movement 
in India— "Tell your Nizam, we do not have 
diamonds and gold. We are having '{ofce ka 
danda'." And he finds fault with the 
Government for having fired on the unruly 
mob. I want to know whether his intention is 
to see another Jamshedpur at Ahmedabad. Is it 
the fault of the j Government to fire on an 
unruly mob 1 of gangsters and hooligans? Let 
the prodigal's son .    .    . 

(Time bell rings.) 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: It is rare for the 
hon. Member to rise to such heights.    
Please allow him. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Ten minutes 
are over. 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA: I am still having five 
minutes. 

So, Mr. Deputy Chairman, what I say is 
this. To deal with law-breakers, we must 
resort to firing, and here my Communist 
friends find fault with what we have done at 
Jamshedpur. But for the timely action of the 
Gov- 
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eminent do you mean to say that Jamshedpur 
would have remained on the map of India? 

Secondly, there is no use blaming the 
Government at all for the food problem that we 
are having today. Unless we resort to 
legislation, till we adopt birth-control, till we 
stop the rising population in India, I do not 
think the food problem can be solved at all. 
The Education Minister is also here; I can tell 
him what is happening in India? Universities 
manufacture graduates every year and they 
have no jobs. They go about hunting for jobs 
and in desperation,'they get married. They have 
no other work. (Interruptions.) They have no 
other work, but they will be active i with 
production. And why? They have no other 
work and the only thing is to get themselves 
married, Hve and let live. 

SHRI AMOLAKH CHAND: What ean the 
education Minister do in this matter? 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA: , He must reform. It is 
better to close some universities than to have 
an army of graduates every year. University 
is the machinery that produces graduates 
every year. That thing must go. If that thing 
goes, the unemployment problem is solved. I 
do not think the food problem will be solved 
.    .    . 

MB. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Reddy 
wants some information from you. 

THE MINISTER OF WORKS, HOUSING 
AND SUPPLY (SHRI K. C. REDDY) : How 
many children has the hon. Member? 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA: I produced . . . 
(Interruptions.) Had I known that I would be 
reduced to this condition today, I would have 
produced .    .    . 

(Interruptions.)     I want the     world to take a 
lesson from me. 

Sir, the other Haxijan Member wai rather 
advocating the cause of the Harijans and the 
depressed classes. Let me tell him that no other 
Government would have given them such 
concessions, such reservations that this 
Government is doing. And now, he wants to 
have reservations for tha Buddhists also. When 
the Buddhista are given the same reservations 
and concessions, I suggest, why should not the 
Muslims and the Christians also be taken into 
consideration? I am one with him, I am one 
with the Government of India, in saying that as 
long as a man remains a Harijan or a depressed 
class man, certainly he is entitled to all the 
concessions and reservations. But giving 
concessions and reservations also is dangerous. 
You know, Sir, it was the policy of the British 
Government to give reservations to the Muslim 
community. They were given reservations and 
concessions. What was the result? Today, 
because of those reservations and concessions, 
they are not able to come up to the mark. 

I would like to mention one more important 
point. I am surprised to see in the papers that 
the Muslim League is reviving its activities in 
Malabar. Sir, in order to get rid of this Muslim 
League, in order to get rid of communalism, 
we consented to the partition of the country. 
Even after this, the Muslim League is here and 
is carrying on anti-national activities in that 
part. (Interruptions.) Kerala is also a part of 
India. You must understand it. I would earnest-
ly appeal to the Home Ministry to take action 
against the Muslim League and cry halt to the 
activities of the Muslim League. Let me also 
tell you .    .    . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That will do, 
Mr. Miraa. 
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SHM SHEEL BHADRA YAJEE: Dravida 

Kazhagam? 

SHM D. A. MIRZA: Dravida Kazhagam? It 
is a dead horse. It has been buried unwept, 
unhonoured and unsung. 
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SHRI MAHESH SARAN:  This is   a wrong 
statement of facts. 

(Time bell rings) 

 

SHRI P. N. SAPRU (Uttar Pradesh): Mr. 
Deputy Chairman, one of the incidental 
disadvantages of coming late in a debate is that 
much of what I wanted to say has been already 
said by others. I will express my appre- . ciation 
of the President's Address and would like to 
concentrate my attention to certain points which 
I want to make in this debate. 

The President has said that "our temporary 
difficulties should not lead us in the direction 
of retarding development and progress. 
Difficulties should be overcome by 
reconsideration and revision of methods and 
by planned mobilisation of resources." Mr. 
Deputy Chairman, these are wise words. 
When I read them, I was reminded of a very 
beautiful passage which I read some time 
back in the review in the New Statesman by 
Mr. C. P. Snow of the book "World Without 
War" by Dr. J. L. Bernal who has been 
described by the reviewer as a most 
humanistic Marxist theoretician. I hope the 
House will listen to these words very 
carefully because they are not my words; they 
are the words of an eminent professor, a 
scientist. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: We listen to 
your words also very carefully. 

SHRI P. N. SAPRU: He says: 

"What we have lost, particularly 
in the old' capitalist countries, and 
what really gives salt to life, is 
purpose ____ We have almost forgot 
ten the possibility of a real cons 
tructive purpose into which we can 
throw the whole of our energies 
and intelligences. When I think of 
myself, after nearly a full lifetime 
of scientific work, I still resent the 
fact that I have never had, at any 
time of my life, the possibility of 

 

SHRI MAHESH SARAN:  This is    a 
wrong statement of facts. 
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really planning and doing things that would 
be pratical and useful for humanity. The 
only time I could get my ideas translated in 
any way into action in the real world was in 
the service of war. And though it was a war 
which I felt then and still feel had to be 
won, its destructive character clouded and 
spoiled for me the real pleasure of being an 
effective human being." 

What I want, Mr. Deputy Chairman, to say is 
that we should not feel downhearted because 
we have come across certain difficulties. If we 
are clear in our purpose, if we are clear as 
regards our goal, we should pursue that 
purpose, we should pursue that goal with 
vigour, with energy, with hope and with faith 
in our efforts to reach it. 

There are wise men in our country who tell 
us that we must go slow, and that slow and 
steady wins the race. They are advocates of 
gradualist policies, of a policy of over-caution. 
In a country such as ours, we were left behind 
about 200 years back. Today we are, I say so 
without meaning any disrespect to bur 
country, yet in the bullock cart age. Other 
countries are in the cosmic age, in the thermo-
neuclear age, moon age or the sputnik age or 
whatever you may choose to call it. Therefore, 
we have to make up for this lost time. Even if 
we wish to maintain our existing standard of 
life we shall have to work very very hard. We 
must not dismiss an idea, merely because it 
comes from some communist countries or 
some socialist  countries,   as   nonsensical. 

4 P.M. 

We must, therefore, devise some ways and 
means of giving a worth-while standard of 
living to our people—a standard which should 
be achievable within a reasonable distance of 
time. For that purpose, Mr. Deputy Chairman, 
we shall need to mobilise all our internal 
resources and   our   external   resources.     
But   I 

think we should not rely too much on our 
external resources. We should rather think of 
our internal resources and of the immense 
man-power that we have in this country for 
building up our new social order. I would, 
therefore, suggest that our Third Five Year 
Plan—we have now to think of our Third Five 
Year Plan —should be bold and imaginative 
Maybe, the targets that we put before 
ourselves will not be achieved, but there is 
nothing wrong in aiming high and in aspiring 
high. Let us, therefore, not waste our time over 
acrimonious discussions as to what the extent 
or the nature of our Plan should be vis-a-vis 
our resources. Resources we can find provided 
there is the will to find them. Sir, this brings 
me to my second point. 

I have heard a great deal of criticism in the 
press and elsewhere about the two ideas for 
which it has been stated that the Nagpur 
Congress is responsible. The first is that of a 
ceiling on land and the second is that of co-
operative farming. I think there is nothing new 
about these two ideas. I have got the Second 
Five Year Plan here before me. There are 
passages in the Second Five Year Plan which' 
indicate that we clearly had those ideas in our 
mind when we accepted the Second Five Year 
Plan in this House and in the other House. 
First, Sir, let me say a word about ceiling on 
land; 

Mr. Deputy Chairman, land is limited in 
quantity. In strict theory there should be no 
ownership in land. The State or the 
Community should" own the land itself. I 
think that is only just and right. The other day, 
I was reading a biographical sketch of Mr. 
Gladstone by Prof. Ramsay Muir, and in that 
sketch he points out that towards the end of 
his life Gladstone had come to the conclusion 
that nationalisation of land was desirable in 
the public interest in Britain in the eighties or 
nineties of the last - century. Therefore I think 
there is nothing revolu- 
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[Shri P. N. Sapru.] tionary in putting 
forward the idea that there should be no 
individual ownership of land. Mr. Henry 
George, American by birth, wrote a book 
"Progress and Poverty", and he advocated 
there, what is known as, the single tax theory. 
I think, Mr. Deputy Chairman, the only ob-
jection that I can see to nationalising land in 
that extreme sense is that we probably will 
have to make a difference, for practical 
reasons, between urban and agricultural land. 
But I think the goal should be communal 
ownership of the land, management of the 
land by village cooperatives, management of 
the land by village panchayats and manage-
ment of the land by local people. It is obvious 
that we are not mentally prepared to go as far 
as that. What is, therefore, wrong in saying 
that there should be a ceiling, so far as land is 
concerned? I think it is right that those who do 
not enjoy the benefits of good life should be 
afforded the opportunity of doing so. And I do 
not think that the incentive to effort and the 
incentive to production will be killed if we put 
a ceiling on the amount of land which may be 
owned by any particular individual. And I 
think that it is socially just and ethically right 
that there should be this ceiling, and I hope, 
Mr. Deputy Chairman, that there will be no 
going back, so far as our Party is concerned, in 
regard to this matter. 

The second point is about co-operative 
farming. There are wise men in our country 
who have had certain dreams and visions as to 
what the lot of the poor peasant is going to be, 
and they think that he will be treated like the 
kulaks of the Soviet Union. We have made it 
clear that the co-operative planning that we 
have in mind or the co-operative farming that 
we have in mind is not a compulsory type of 
co-operative farming. It is left to the people to 
get together. We shall, therefore, need for this 
purpose an army of volunteers, people who 
will go to our 

villages and tell them what the utility of co-
operative farming is. There is a good deal of 
misapprehension in the mind of the average 
villager about this co-operative farming, and 
that misconception has not been removed by 
some of the statements which some of our 
critics have been making. I think co-operative 
farming will enable our villagers to pooll their 
resources together, and in any case, no one has 
yet objected to service co-operatives. In the 
Second Five Year Plan there are so many 
references to co-operative farming which has 
been accepted by us as our goal. (Time bell 
rings). Just one or two minutes more. 

Well, Sir, I agree that there should be State 
trading in foodgrains, that food production 
should be doubled, that there should be a very 
rapid expansion of our social services like 
health and education, and that the highest 
priority should be accorded to these social 
services. Then, Mr. Deputy Chairman, priority 
should also be given to heavy industrialisa-
tion, of course, not at the cost of our social 
services, because what we want to do in this 
country is to make life livable for the averagte 
man. Then, Mr. Deputy Chairman, I think that 
dynamic thinking has got to be done in regard 
to free enterprise. I am not against free 
enterprise, provided we also have what I 
would call, co-ownership. This idea of co-
ownership is being worked out by the British 
Labour Party. Our industrialists call it 'indirect 
nationalisation—51 per cent. State and 49 per 
cent, private enterprise, both joining together.' 
There are advantages, I think, in the working 
out of some such scheme and this should be 
done to the utmost limit possible. 

Finally, Mr. Deputy Chairman, one final 
word about our foreign policy about which 
much has been said, and I would like the exact 
positioa in regard to Pondicherry to be ex-
plained. Also, if I may say so, i would stress 
the desirability     of  *- 
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tegrating, or persuading the Government of 
Kashmir to integrate in regard to other things 
like the authority of the Election Commission 
in that State and the extension of the 
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. Thank you 
very much for giving me this time. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Mr. Deputy 
Chairman, we have been 's-cussing the 
question of rebuilding the nation" but it will be 
conceded and admitted on all hands that with-
out clearing the mess, without removing 
corruption and malpractices that have settled 
in the high seats of power, the nation can 
never be built. The Mathai affair has been 
before us for several weeks now and it has 
posed a number of important constitutional, 
political and administrative questions. When, 
out of a small issue such as this, big questions 
aris3, we must face them not as small men but 
as men worthy of a great nation. The country 
is awaiting with great concern and avid 
interest aa to how the Government would 
tackle the issues that have arisen out of this 
particular episode. On the 17th January I made 
a statement, the day on which the statement of 
Mr. Mathjai appeared, in which I said that 
what has been revealed about the Prime 
Minister's Special Assistant, Mr. Mathai, 
would most definitely warrant a searching 
public enquiry. I regret that the Prime Minister 
should not have taken note of this demand that 
I voiced on behalf of our group. Last week, on 
behalf of our group, again voicing the 
sentiments of a large number of people in the 
country, Dr. Z. A. Ahmad, from this side of 
the House, reiterated this demand. Again, I 
regret, that in his speech, when he spoke 
intervening in the debate last week, the Prime 
Minister should have thought that there need 
be no reference to it. Maybe he was examining 
the question. Now I raise it here on this 
occasion again and I emphatically reiterate the 
demand for a public and judicial enquiry. 1 
make it clear that I do so in the in- 

terest of the nation, I do so in the interest of 
the Government, I do » in the interest of the 
security of the State, I do so in order to protect 
the public morality and standards of our public 
administration. I do so with a view to finding 
out as to what damage such a man had caused 
to our administration and what possible 
sources of danger he has left behind. It is not 
the concern of the Prime Minister alone or 
even the Home Minister alone as to who 
becomes his Personal Security Officer. It is 
the concern of the entire nation as to how best 
his personal security is protected. Likewise it 
is the concern not merely of the Prime 
Minister nor of the Home Ministry alone but 
of the entire nation as to who becomes his 
Special Assistant. For, such an office carries 
with it great responsibility and access not only 
to the confidence of the Prime Minister of the 
country but access to secret State files and 
other matters of great importance, we are 
interested to know as to how these are. 
handled. Therefore, from these angles, it 
would seem that a public judicial enquiry 
would be warranted in this case, I would refer 
to Mr. Mathai's own letter to the Prime 
Minister which is a public document now. He 
himself said in his letter very bravely: 

"A person like me, who has had the great 
honour and privilege of working closely 
with you during the most momentous 
period in the history of our nation, should 
be prepared to stand in the sun for public 
gaze and I gladly and willingly   submit  
myself   to   it." 

This is what he said. This is what I am 
demanding. The public has only a glimpse of 
the Special Assistant. Let him stand under the 
sun, let the whole world have a look at him 
and see to what extent he served the nation. 
Therefore I am demanding an enquiry for 
which Mr. Mathai himself is prepared. Why 
should the Government be hesitant to put him 
under light of the sun? I want the unveiling of 
the entire 6tory.i    I   think   the      proper   
course 
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[Shri Bhupesh Gupta.] •would be a public 
judicial enquiry as we have   suggested.    Here   
I    noted with  astonishment when  the     Prime 
Minister spoke of his integrity. It    is too late in 
the day to speak of integrity  because his  whole  
conduct  is  a definition  of  the  opposite  of it.    
He spoke also of the loyalty to him on the part 
of his Special Assistant.    It seems to us that 
Prime Minister mistakes the semblance of 
loyalty for the substance of it and we would like 
to know   to   what   extent   the      loyalty 
operated and for whom and    how it functioned 
in the context of the responsibility assigned to 
him.    According  to   our     information,   it  
appears that  the  Special  Assistant  had  very 
great and  still  has  close      relations with the 
big business like Birlas and Americans whom 
he had served earlier and this is a matter which 
should be considered.   I am not saying that 
such  association,  by itself,  necessarily means 
anything wrong but it    is important when a 
man of that position  not    only    had  such 
association but maintains them.   Now the   
Prime Minister   informed  us   that  when  he 
joined,  he had Rs.  2 or 3  lakhs.    If hp was  
talking  of single  digits,  between two and three 
the difference is only of one.    But the    
moment you start talking in terms of lakhs, it 
becomes  a  difference  of Rs.   1   lakh— not a 
small    sum—end    the    Prime Minister  
informed     us  in  his  statement  that  he  
earned  this  amount— he said that he had been 
given large salaries   by  American   
establishments and so on. This is what the 
Prime Minister told us. I don't blame the Prime 
Minister.    He would not be knowing 
everything but then  our information is that 
when he joined the American establishment,  
the salary     was     Rs. 425 per month and 
when he left three years later,  in  1945,  it was 
Rs.  498 and just for a few months, in  1945, the  
person  who  became   the  Special Assistant  
later,  was  earning Rs.   800 per month from 
Red Cross.   This    is all that I get from the 
facts.   Assuming that every penny of it had 
been saved, Mr. Mathai     would not have more 
than Rs. 30,000 in the bant or 

in  assets.    This  is     what  I  gather, even if 
every penny of it had,   been saved.   At the 
same time, Mr. Mathai is  a very insurance-
minded     person and his  insurance policy 
before     he joined, was only of Rs. 2000, with 
ah annual premium of Rs.  50.    I  don't know 
how much income-tax he paid but I don't get  
any     light on that score  from   the     figures   
the   Prime Minister gave.    Therefore an 
enquiry is needed.   During the war year, Sir, 
the  family,  it  seems,  was  poor  and had very 
little.    I    ascertained from Kerala and 
personally I have got the information,  and it 
seems they lived on the poverty line till the 
partition of the country and had hardly a few 
acres owned by the    family.    Then where 
from did Mr. Mathai get funds worth ;two   and      
three   lakhs?     An explanation  is  owed   to   
the nation. Sir, he was not a war contractor    as 
far as we are aware.    He was not an 
industrialist, nor was he a big    lawyer or a top 
doctor, and of course, he was not a firm star, 
and I take it that he did     not win  a couple  of 
Nobel prizes  in  order  to   account  for such 
wealth.    Then  where   did   he   strike his  
Golconda?    Where  did  he  strike his gold 
mines?   That matter remain* a mystery which 
should be unravelled in the interest    of    the    
public. Therefore, Sir, the income of such a 
person would provide the subject for very close 
public enquiry.   It appears that  money  flowed     
into   his   hands even after he had joined the 
Prime Minister,   apart  from  his  salary.    It 
should be enquired into.   Now, it appears that 
Mr. Mathai built up a big fortune in the course 
of his service as a government servant.     Sir,     
the Government Servants' Conduct Rules are 
with me.    Examine them.  Sir, I have it on the 
basis of the facts stated  that he     took     three     
insurance -policies  and in  1957  by     paying 
in lump  sum  Rs.      48,546   as  premium. That 
was in 1957 and in the Agent's Form  he  gave  
his     income  as     Rs. 2,000  and normally, 
you know,  people  give  their  gross  income,     
Then, Sir, we find in the same year he also paid 
Rs.   18,000  as  premium  on  two other1 
Bolides  about which  mention 
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has been made in the letter. All told, in the 
year 1957 he spent on the three insurance 
policies alone Rs. 66,000. 

Then let us come to the year 1958. We find in 
the letter to the    Prime Minister he mentions 
that he had a net income of Rs. 27,500.      Well, 
Sir, you can calculate.    Many of us    are here.   
In order to have Rs. 27,500 oet income^ one  
would   require  a  gross income of Rs. 36,000 or 
so.   How this increase?    It seems the more 
money is  spent,  the greater  is  the  increase in 
net income.   Now, that would require some kind 
of an    explanation. What  is  the Home  
Ministry  doing? Are they aware of these    
thing?     I would  like to  know.    It is  a     very 
important   thing   for  a      government servant.    
Venkataraman  was   hauled up and an 
investigation    was started because he could not 
explain certain of his funds or accounts.    Well, 
why should it not . . . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Speak 
something on the President's Address. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Yes, Sir, but the 
public demand   .   .   . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You have 
said sufficient about this. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: I have a little 
more, Sir, kindly allow me. Otherwise it will 
be   .   .   . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You should 
speak on the President's Address 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: If we can talk on 
bilingual States and ask for bullocks and for so 
many things.   .   . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMATT: That does 
not mean you also should go the same way. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA:' I very much 
appreciate that, Sir. But please let me continue. 
I appreciate it indeed. But these are the matters 
to bt.fbf considered. Now take this questyjn. I 
have information that Mr. Mathai has l,0n0 
shares with the Tata Iron and Steel worth Rs. 
1,75,000. 

He has shares in Indian Cements and in 
Elphinstone Mills and other concerns of value, 
I don't know. And in saving certificates he has 
got Rs. 25,000 and also development loans 
worth Rs. 25,000. 

And there is    another, a new and interesting 
thing for which     also     I demand an enquiry.    
That is    why I say you should start an enquiry. 
During the war years the    family, as I said, was 
very poor, living almost on the poverty  line.    
Then  I  find  here in  this  latest statement  that     
since 1953 the family fortune     began     to 
change   and   change     rather  quickly and 
heavy remittances had been made to his 
relatives there from Delhi,    to the  relatives   of  
Mr.     Mathai   every year, since 1953 and 
particularly     in 1958.    I have got some 
figures, but I will  not  give  them.    Insured  
covers had been sent from the post office in 
South Avenue and received in Chen-ganur 
Taluk in the names    of      the brothers of the 
Mathai family.    Then I understand there was 
also a heavy bank remittance in 1958 to the For-
ward Bank of    Alleppey.    These are important 
remittances.    I would like to find out how they 
happened.     On the other  side  of  the picture  I 
find houses being built there, lands being 
purchased.   I have got only a    very little more 
to say. Sir.   Here I • find, I have got 
information  apart    from the  building  
constructions     that  are under the brothers of 
Mr. Mathai. 

SHRI V. K. DHAGE: But how much money 
was remitted? 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: T will not give 
that. It is a heavy amount. I will leave it to the 
judicial enquiry. It seems big insured covers 
containing currency notes used to be sent 
several times in 1958 and it continued even in 
1959 immediately after his resignation. And as 
far as other bank remittances are concerned, 
chey are also for heavy amounts. You have to 
enquire. So you support me for an enquiry to 
be made. And then heavy purchases took place 
of lands and other things. Recently lands have' 
been purchased.     I     have   got 

■113 BSD—6 
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[Shri Bhupesh Gupta.] some figures here. 
In 1958 and 1956 it seems lands worth some 
Rs. 12,000 were purchased. In the earlier 
years they were very negligible. Of that also I 
have got a list here. You can examine it. I can 
place it before you.     These are a few things. 

As for the trust, we are living in the midst of 
mystery. Why on earth this Chechamma 
Memorial Trust should not be made public? 
Sir, in the Government Servants' Conduct 
Rules, Rule 15, under sub-rules (1), (2), (4) 
and so on and also other rules, you will find 
that Government servants, when they acquire 
property or deal or transact in property, have 
to inform the Government in the proper way 
prescribed in the rules. Was that done? Has 
Mr. Jha, the Home Secretary, yet found out the 
permission given to the Special Assistant to 
become a trustee of the Chechamma Memorial 
Trust? I would like to know .these things. Sir, 
it appears that the Kidwai Memorial Trust got 
less than Rs. 10 lakhs. The Sarojini Devi 
Memorial Trust could get only RB. 5 lakhs and 
the Azad Memorial Trust only Rs. 5 lakhs. 
How then do you explain this, that this Trust 
created in the name of an unnamed person 
could readily attract so much money? I would 
like to know. Well, what was the magic in it? 
What was the special attraction? Or was it 
because some people wanted to pull that 
weight? This is another point. 

I have before me the Trust deed of gift that 
was signed by two trustees, the Chairman of 
the Chechamma Memorial Trust, and Mr. 
Mathai on the one hand and the Birla Cotton 
Spinning and Weaving Mills on the other, for 
the transfer of No. 9, Tees January Marg. 

SHRI M. P. BHARGAVA (Uttar Pradesh): 
On a point of order, Sir. Is all this relevant in 
a debate on the President's: Address? 

SHRI J. V. K. VALLABHARAO: (Andhra 
Pradesh): Yes, in the public interest it is all 
relevant. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order, order. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir, it is in order. 
If it be in order to discuss the Venkataraman 
case, if it be in order to discuss the Mundhra 
case, this also is in order. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: But we are 
not directly concerned now with it, Mr. Gupta. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Yes, Sir. It is in 
order. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You have said 
sufficient. Bring your remarks to a close. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Then, Sir, this 
deed of gift was signed on July 3rd, 1958 Why 
is it being kept a secret? Tell us that. Give us 
the. names of the donors. We know and we 
have our suspicions. But it is for the Gov-
ernment to speak on the subject. Am, I to 
understand that our Government lost all sense 
of propriety when it sanctioned one of the 
Ministers to become a trustee of the trust or an 
officer to become a trustee? Did it not find out 
who the donors were? After all* a trust means 
all kinds of businesses and transactions. 
Morton & Co. is mentioned. The Kulu Valley 
property is a Birla concern. But I am told by 
the Calcutta people that not much of the juice 
extracted from the fruits of these Kulu gardens 
entered into the products of the   Birlas. 

SHRI V. K. DHAGE: Sir, if I may just 
interrupt my hon. friend. In the letter of Mr. 
Mathai or Rajkumari Amrit Kaur it is stated 
that this trust is registered under the Societies 
Registration Act. If that is the case, then the 
trust deed must also be registered along with 
the memorandum etc. Has-my hon. friend 
made any enquiry whether this is available 
there or not? 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: We have tried.    
We have some     informatinn.. 
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But I would like the enquiry to find it all. I do 
not want Parliament to take the place of a 
court of enquiry. I know that the Prime 
Minister said it was a private trust. The 
Chairman of the trust says it is a public trust. I 
have got cuttings but we don't know what is 
what. All we know is that the donors are 
anonymous, that the investments are 
anonymous, that the charitable purposes are 
anonymous. We live in the darkneGS of 
anonymity. Bring us into the light of the day 
and along with Mr. Mathai, put us in the sun 
light so that we can have a look at each other. 

Sir, I have made out a case and I think there 
is a prima jacie case as ever there was one for 
a public judicial enquiry and a departmental 
enquiry is no substitute for a public judicial 
enquiry in this matter. I need not go into that. 
Apart from the question of public confidence, 
other limitations are there in a departmental 
enquiry and so we want a judicial enquiry. Let 
it not be said that Mr. Mathai's case was 
differently treated just because he happened to 
be associated with the Prime Minister. It 
would be a sad thing. 

PANDIT S. S. N. TANKHA (Uttar Pradesh): 
I would like to draw the attention of my hon. 
friend to the fact that in the order appointing a 
departmental enquiry it is stated that a judicial 
enquiry will be ordered if it is found necessary 
upon the results of the departmental enquiry 
being made available. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: The hon. 
Member belongs to the ruling Party. He may 
have any knowledge but nobody has written to 
me and I have no knowledge of any such 
letter. However, if it is prepartory to a judicial 
public enquiry, then go ahead by all means but 
I would not trust an enquiry solely undertaken 
by the Department. I want the whole thing to 
be publicly enquired into in a manner which 
will evoke public confidence, help the 
Government  to   elicit  the     necessary 

 

[THE     VICE-CHAIRMAN      (SHRIMATI MABA 
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5 P.M. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRTMATT MAYA 
DEVI CHETTRY) : The Home Minister will 
reply to the debate tomorrow. 

The House stands adjourned till 11:00 A.M. 
tomorrow, Tuesday, the 17th February 1959. 

The House then adjourned at one 
minute past five of the clock till 
eleven of the clock on Tuesday, the 
17th February 1959. 


